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Wounded Churchman In The
Dark Over Shotgun Attack
Lt. Lee Lambasts Ohio Governor Hospital
From Miss. PenArmour, Grider Sav
es Officer Pathetic
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is a message from Lt. George
W. Lee, well-known political leader, in which he gives some thought-
provoking reasons why citizens of Memphis and Shelby County should
411 vote the Republican ticket in the August 2 primary.
Dear Friend:
As a guide to your decision to vote in the primary
election on August 2, in which three Negroes are running
In the Republican primary and one Negro is running in the
Democratic primary, we hope you will find this informa-
tion helpful.
With Commissioner Armour of
Citizens for Progress saying "in-
terposition" and Mr. Grider of
the Good Government League say-
ing they had endorsed no candi-
date for the Democratic primary
who are against segregation —
leaves no other choice but the
Republican printery to keep Pres-
tige Eisenhower's program of dy-
Ramie conservatism moving in the
sight direction.
Since you cannot vote in bothQatintaries, the question arises: Inwhat primary can you vote to
hip destroy race prejudice as a
motive for action?
The Democrats, led by East-
land, are on record against civil
rights. If large numbers of Ne-
groes vote in the Democratic pri-
mary, it will support Senator East-
land in his claim that the masses
of Negroes are satisfied with their
present lot.
If large numbers of Negroes
mote in the Republican primary,
It will serve as a protest vote
and will put the Democratic com-
mittee on notice that unless they
do something in supporting t h e
civil rights program of President
Eisenhower, they will lose the Ne-
gro vote.
THE 'BEST CHANCE'
I hold that the Negro candidate
S\as his best chance for electionin the Republican primary. If a
candidate is defeated in either
primary he can not run on the
on June 7 attorneys otated that 
with his stepson and two otherLt. Saunders might not survive
;youngsters waiting for his wifehis sentence. The extradition was
Tears streamed down the faceCOLUMBUS, Ohio — The go'- of 42-year-old George Taylor Sun-ernor of Ohio has refused to send day morning when his wife anda Negro Air Force officer back to out-of-town relatives visited him atMississippi to serve a sentence
for drunk driving, it was learned
last week.
Collins Chapel hospital where he
was admitted last Friday after be-
mg shot by a white man for noGov. Frank J. Lausche would apparent reason.not issue extradition papers to , He still knew no reason whysend Lt. Titus A. Saunders to Ms- J. A. Holcombe, 59, of 901 Brower.sissippi.
turned his 12
-gauge shotgun onDuring the extradition hearing him•Friday as he sat in hi.; car
of Mississippi and because the
offense for which he is sought to
be extradited and of which he was
'convicted is not a felony but a
misdemeanor, I am denying the
applicatiop. _
"He did not flee from the state.
He came to Ohio not as a fugi- his wife, both from Somerville as
tive but under orders from De- are Mr. and Mrs. Taylor, came
partment of Defense transferring
him from duties in Miosissippi to
similar duties in Ohio.
"On Nov. 20, 1954, while he was
serving at Columbus, miss., Air to see him in that condition.
Force, his automobile, while he
was a passenger in it, was being
driven by a Louise Petty, and
was involved in an accident, was pretty badly swollen.
Louise Petty was charged with Mr. Taylor said he and his step-
and convicted of reckless driv- son, Henry Lee Jones, 10, had
ging. Records show that after the one to the back of the Marshall
accident, Lt. Saunders drove thio home to see if Mrs. Taylor was
ready to go when they first ar-
sition on the highway immediate-
automobile from its standing po-
rived. Learning that it would be
,
ly over to the dirt shoulder ad- :a few minutes more, they return-
who was working in the Troyasked by Mississippi Gov. J. P. Marshall home at 912 Brower asColeman.
a maid.In denying the extradition re- Capt. W. W. Wilkinson, Isomi-quest, Lausche said:
cide chief, said that the only ex-
"Because Lt. Saunders is not a planation of the shooting policefugitive from justice of the otate have been able to find was that
joining it. His purpose in driving
the car was to take it off the
highway and thus open it for
moving traffic. On the basis of
his act in taking his automobile
from the paved portion and mov-
ing it off the main highway and
on to the adjacent dirt shoulder,
See LT, LEE Page 2 he wac, charged with and con-
victed of driving in4oxicated. A
$2000 bond was posted by Lieut.
Saunders." The bond was for-
feited.
ticket in the November election
which is the final test. In the Re-
publican Primary two years ago,
three Negroes were elected to run
in November for the legisla-
ture.
NO NEGRO HAS EVER BEEN
ABLE TO GET THROUGH THE
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY.
There is still another reason. At
a recent meeting of the new
Guard, one of its best known
leaders, Alex Dann indicated
that there was a tie-up with cer-
tain Democratic groups when he
stated, "We will bring into the Re-
publican Primary thousands of
Democrats in order to destroy the
Old Guard." He meant white
democrats, so it is reasonable to
assume that the strategy is to
bring white democrats over to de-
feat our candidates while Negro
voters are attracted to the Demo-
crew primary to vote for a hope-
less cause.
What will all of this mean? That
in the November election, neither
the Negro candidates in the Re-
publican primary, nor the Negro
in the Democratic primary will
survive. Thus, we will have no
Negro candidate to vote for.
THE CANDIDATES
The three Negroes running in
the Republican primary have the
endorsement of three major poli-
tical groups, the Lincoln League,
Armour To Investigate
Teacher Assault Case
(See Comments On This Case, Page 3)
Commissioner Claude Armour told a delegation of
citizens last week that he would investigate the charges
of discourtesy and brutality brought against a policeman
by a school teacher.
The delegation held a conference with the police and
Ere commissioner to protest the
violent and profane treatment giv-
en Miss Rosa Harper, 23, a teach-
r, of 922 Woodlawn, by Officer
ames J. Isabel on July 8.
During the meeting Miss Har-
per related how Officer Isabel
and his partner, whose positive
identity has not been established,
Came to her father's Gulf Service
station, at 869 Firestone, which
she is operating, in a green Ford;
that they were disguised in T-
shirts and blue jeans; and that
one officer (Isabel) asked her to
bring him a glass of water from
the station to the car, which was
at the curb on Firestone. She told
of how she was insulted when per-
sistently addressed as "Odessa"
by Officer Isabel, whom she didn't
know at that time was an officer.
She gave some details of the vile
profanity hurled at her by the of-
ficer.
With head lowered at intervals,
U. Armour heard Miss Harper
yell how she was humiliated en-
&out/ to the county jell by ()Hi-
mter Isabel and how after arriv-
al at the jail she was slapped
"ale or seven times" by Isabel
to teach you a le&son."
After listening to Miss Harper's
vow and after hearing corn-
ments from Miss Willa A. Mc-
Williams, well-known leader and
school teacher here, who served
as spokesman for the delegation,
Mr. Armour said:
"I would like to hear both sides
of this case. I am going to ar-
range for a hearing." He stated
iSee ARMOUR TO Page 2
CME Youths
Meeting Here
The Youth Conference of the
CME church, now in its sixth
quadrennial assembly at the Mt.
Olive Cathedral, heard welcome
greetings Monday night from Ma-
yor Edmund Orgill and Patricia
Toney, local youth leader.
Roy Wilkins, executive secretary
of the NAACP, was expected to
address the conference Wednes-
day.
Bishop J. A. Hamlin, senior bish-
op of the CME church, delivered
the keynote address on Monday,
challenging the youths to build
personalities under Christ.
Cites Deterrent To
Juvenile Delinquency
AMES, Iowa — (INS) — Dr.
John W. Behnken, president of the
Missouri synod of the Lutheran
church, made this statement to
the Ames convention of the In-
ternational Walther League:
"A child of God cannot be a
juvenile delinquent."
Holcombe, an unemployed auto
mechanic, h a d been drinking.
Holcombe was charged with as-
sault to murder on Saturday.
pram. SCENE
When a brother and sister of
with Mrs. Taylor to the hospital
Sunday morning Mr. Taylor turn-
ed away and started crying.
He said he didn't like for them
Mr. Taylor had shotgun pellet
wounds on the back of his head,
face and shoulders. His right eye
ed to the car and Mr. Taylor
took out a cloth and wiped the
car off. Then he climbed behind
the wheel.
Henry told his stepfather that
Holcombe had a gun on the porch
and about that time the man fir-
ed.
Mr. Taylor said he grabbed his
head, jumped out the door and
ran to the Marshall home. A sec-
ond shot fired by the white man
missed him.
Inside the Marshall home it was
thought at the first blast that
it might have been a backfiring
by the motorbike owned by the
Marshalls' son.
Mrs. Taylor said her husband
came running into the house right
after the second shot and "When
I saw him I hollered out. I jut
couldn't help it. George told me
to be quiet."
Mrs. Taylor said she asked him
See HOSPITAL Page 2
Shot By White For No Apparent Reason
MRS. GEORGE TAYLOR con-
soles her husband in Collins
Chapel hospital where he is
recovering from shotgun pet-
let wounds suffered when a
white man neither of them
knew shot Mr. Taylor for no
apparent reason as the man
sat in his car. A second shot
missed him. At right, Mr.
Taylor's step-son Henry Lee
Jones, 10, who also was in the
ear when the man was
shot, points to marks left by
pellets from the /2
-gauge shot-
gun. (Newson Photos)
Union Prexy
Gets Threat
Calvin Kincaid, of 1470 Brook-
ins, president of Local 270, United.
Packing House Workers of
America (AFL-CIO) reported that
he was threatened in an anony-
mous telephone call last week.
Mr. Kincaid stated that he told
the caller when questioned that
he had filed charges against four
white members of the Local on
the grounds that they had dis-
criminated against white and Ne-
gro employes.
According to Mr. Kincaid, the
person calling said that "unless
I withdrew the charges something
violent would happen to me."
The charges were filed within
the union to keep racial relations
on a peaceful basis, Mr. Kincaid
said. The four men, he pointed
out, were accused of "discrimina—
tion and intimidation" of other em-
ployes.
Mr. Kincaid has been president
of the union at Wilson & Co
Inc., for a year.
Walker Backers
'Hit Lee, GOP
Democratic friends of James T. Walker are warning
Negroes not to "throw away" their ballots on August 2
by supporting any Republican candidate, including three1 •
Negroes seeking legislative posts.
Supporters of Mr. Walker, a candidate for the Tennes-
see House of Representatives on 
the Democratic ticket set forth are a Negro they don't want your
vote, they have proven that.
(2. ) Don't vote at all. No vote is
a vote for the "Citizens For Pro-
gress."(3) Vote in the Republican Pri-
mary and throw a vote away.
In answer to the many people
who have asked if they would vote
their views in the following state-
ment:
To voters of all races and creeds
— Let us pledge ourselves to
make and keep Memphis and Shel-
by County safe and free.
HIT ANTI-GROUP
This can be done only by go-
ing to the polls on August 2 and in the Deomcratic Primary in Au-
voting against the candidates who gust and still vote for President
are pledged to "Keep Memphis
and Shelby County Down." (Citi- iSee HACKERS HIT Page 2
rens For Progress.)
Review the record of the "Cid- 11
zens For Progress" candidates j
and their supporters. They appar-
ently are anti-labor, anti-Negro
'
and anti-progressive. Read a 11 d 
'Stevenson Denies study their slogan; Read and stu- On Little Man s Side
Deputy Shoots ,
Man, Causes
A Near Riot
(Special To Tri-State Defender)
TRENTON, Tenn. — A riot was
feared live for awhile last Satur-
day evening after a relief police-
man shot a Negro in the leg.
T h e Tri-State Defender learned
that Bee Hickman, the relief po-
liceman, shot Lindberg Smith,
about 25, near a cafe.
Soon thereafter, irate Negro
residents began to gather and mill-
ed about the street. To avert
riot, Sheriff Guy Bradshaw oum-
mooed all members of the police
force and called on the Highway
Patrol for assistance Some white
See D PUTY Page 2
Choice Of V. P.
Adlai Stevenoon denied reports
Tuesday that he believed the
choice for the vice presidential
spdt on the Democratic ticket had
narrowed to Sens. John F. Ken-
nedy (Mass.) and Hubert H.
Humphrey (Minn.)
dy their collective platforms. They
are designed to keep labor and
the Negro in "their places." They
are designed to break the law
rather than obey the law.
WHAT NOT TO DO
There are three ways in which
you can elect the "Citizens For
Progress" candidates to office.
(1) Vote for them. And if you
We Endorse These Candidates
(EDITORIAL)
The Tri-State Defender has scrutinized quite closely
the backgrounds and platforms of candidates in the Re-
publican and Democratic primaries, who are seeking elec-
tion in the August 2 primary.
Relative to the Citizens For Progress ticket, we wish
to stress that by this group's policy of supporting segre-
gation and defiance to the Supreme Court's decrees, each
candidate on its slate is disqualified for our endorsement. I
Only those candidates in the Democratic and Repub-
lican primaries are approved by this newspaper whom we
have reason to believe will render worthy service to the
overall community, if elected.
It is the belief of this newspaper that the Negro citi-
zens of Memphis should beware of attempting to single-
shot any candidate into office — that is, of acquiescing
to a plan to hay all Negroes vote for a single candidate.
Democratic Primary
For Sheriff
EDGAR T. LAMB
For County Tax Assessor
GEORGE C. LAMANNA
For 30th Senatorial District
SAM CHAMBERS
For 32nd Senatorial District
T. ROBERT ACKLEN
For Direct Representative
JAMES T. WALKER
LEWIS TALIAFERRO
SAM BRIGGS JR.
This technique has been known to end in failure often,
and here in Memphis if used in the forthcoming primary,
it can boomerang to our disadvantage.
If for example, it is employed against Lt. George W.
Lee, who is seeking re-election as a Republican state com-
mittee man, this community will be deprived of a stout-
hearted fighter, who has through the years, been quite
an effective leader in the political arena, where else-
where there was silence. We are of the firm belief that
his loss to the community would be too great a sacrifice.
We feel that if the Negro citizens here qualified to
vote will perform their duty on August 2, there will not
be any need of employing the last-ditch, single - shot
method.
Following are the candidates endorsed by this news-
paper. It is our hope that on August 2 you will vote and
vote wisely.
Republican Primary
For Direct Representative
T. L. SPENCER
Senatorial District
DR. B. F. McCLEAVE
ecord Shows Walker
The case for James Thomas Walker. first Negro. can-
didate to run for the House of Representatives as a Demo-
crat since Reconstruction Days, is stated here by his sup-
porters.
"Many of you have asked what are his qualifications?
We will let the record speak for
itself.
"These are the positions
that he has succesclully held,
many of which he still holds.
THE POSITIONS
"Secretary Cooper's Local Union
99 for 14 years.
"Delegate to the International
Convention of the Cooper's Union,
1945-47-49-51-53 and in 1955.
"Vice president-at-large of t h e
Tennessee Federation of Labor
For State Committeeman
For Senator From The 9th „ LT. GEORGE W. LEE JAMES T. WALKER
three years. Member of the Gen-
eral Executive Board of Tennessee
State Labor Council AFL-CIO.,
delegate to the Memphis Trade
and Labor Council 12 years.
"President of the North Mem-
phis Civic club.
STILL OTHERS
"President of the Bluff City and
Shelby County Council of Civil
Clubs three and one-half years.
"Treasurer of the Democratic
Key Club.
"If you are still doubtful, con-
sult the top labor representatives,
local, national and international;
consult any unbiased top lawyer
In Memphis who has worked with
him; and, above all, consult the
man in the street. For after all,
he is their choice because of his
work with them, and for them.
"They know he doesn't come to
the people just for elections,
WORTHY ACTION
''They can remember his if-
forts to maintain the swimming
pool at Washington Park when the
Health department was threaten-
ing to close it. As result of his
efforts, a new pool was built. They
can remember the peaceful solu-
tion of the East Olive Street situ-
Ste RECORD Page t
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Masonic Confab
Here Aug. 5-8
The 86th Grand Communication of the Most Worship-
ful Prince Hall Grand Lodge, F. and A. M., of Jurisdiction
of Tennessee will convene at Memphis' Booker T. Wash-
ington High school August 5-8, with Rev. Charles F. Wil-
liams, grandmaster, presiding.
A delegation of 500 is expect-
ed from each section of the state., session with Mrs. Rosa B. Whit-
The Excelsior, Grand Chapter son, grand worthy matron, pre-
order of Eastern Star, will be in siding.
The Austin W. Williams Grand
Commandery Knights Tempters,
under the direction of Sir Luther
Watkins, Grand commander on
Sunday, Aug. 5, will begin the
session with a dress parade and
motorcade from the Masonic
Temple to the Booker T. Wash-
ington High school, where the
Grand Attorney, Rev, B. L. Hooks
will deliver the sermon.
The business of the degree will
be at the Masonic Temple, also
the Rosa B. Whittson Grand
Guild H. of T. C. will be in ses-
sion,
The Most Excellent Grand
Chapter of Holy Royal Arch Ma-
sons will hold their meeting at
the Masonic Temple with A. R.
Richardson, Most Excellent High
Priest, presiding.
Eureka Grand Heroine of Jeri-
cho will hold their meeting with
Miss Rosetta Hudgins, Most An-
cient Grand Matron, presiding.
Lt. Lee
Conthmed From Page 1
made up principally of colored
people, the Old Guards, white and
colored, the Hamilton club, white,
and the Good Government League.
As far as I know, no major poli-
tical group has thus far endorsed
the colored candidate in the Dem-
ocratic primary.
In the Republican party we have
white groups taking a stand in the
open for the colored candidates.
There is no slipping around and
whispering their endorsement
under a political blanket.
All of us are committed to
President Eisenhower's State of
the Union Message in which he
said, "A man is to be judged by
what he is rather than by his col-
or or religion."
There is still another question,
Is the Democratic party more
qualified to provide an answer to
the urgent problem of the nation's
second class citizens? That an-
swer is found in the Dixie Mani-
festo in which 83 southern Repre-
sentatives pledged to use every
legal weapon to defeat President
Eisenhower's Civil Rights p r o.
gram. All seven Tennessee
Democrat Representatives signed.
The two Representatives w ho
did not sign were Representative
Reece, a Republican, of the First
District of Tennessee and Rep-
resentative Baker, another Repub-
lican, of the Second District of
Tennessee. enced in real estate, finance and
I hope you go to the Polls Aug- taxation'
He stated that the group would
lican Primary for the Old Guard
ust 2nd and vote in the Repub-
consult and advise a n d advkm
and Hamilton Club Ticket. with him periodically to assure
I subscribe myself as I am 
the people fair and equitable
, treatment and to take politics out
of the assessor's office.Obediently yours,
(Lieut.) George W. Lee
Oklahoma Faces
School Cutback
OKLAHOMA CITY — (ANP) —
Due to the Supreme Court deseg-
regation ruling, only Se percent of
Oklahoma's Negro high schools
will be in operation when the fall
school term begins, according to
state education officials.
The stsese' will refuse to pay ex-
tra aid for operation of separate
Negro schools beginning in Sep-
tember.
Districts will be permitted to re-
tain schools for both races, how-
ever. if they absorb the extra
oasts.
BARGAINS
Compare Our Prices!
Auto Mufflers
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
Guorontood for Life of your Cr
Chevrolet, '37-'52 , 4.95
Chevrolet, '53-'55 —... 6,75
Ford, '39-'54 6.25
Ford, '55 
  7.71
Plymouth, '42.'55  7.55
Pontiac, '34-'54  7.00
Buick, '53-'56  9.30
INSTALLED FOR $2.00
WHILE YOU WAIT
Coll for Fritts on Other
Makes of Curs ond Trucks
Lazarov Bros.
Auto Parts Co.
1452 THOMAS
JA. 7-2536
THE WINNERS in the Tri -
State Defender's recent sales
increase contest for newsboys
received their prizes last Sat.
urday at the Defender office,
236 S. Wellington. A number
of parents were present. Theo
Gales, front, won the bike.
Other winners include; Robert
Page, portable radio; D a n
Hancock (received by his fa-
ther), tourist camera; Tom-
my Parker, Holiday camera;
Lester Jones, radio set; Wil-
liam Henry Mitchell, game;
J. W. Terry, money changer;
Charles Bowen, baseball bat;
Oscar Sharp, billfold, a n d
James E. Terrell, flashlight.
Others in photo include Cotis
Woods, Henry Riley Ill, Eu-
Bares Plot To
Embarrass' Him
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — ANY) j
A Negro bus boycott attorney
heze last week requested that the,
FBI investigate what he terms
"possibly a plan to embarras me."
Theries C. Lindsey, an attorney
for the Inter-Civic Council, an or-
ganization working to improve the
conditions of Tallahassee's Negro
citizens, made the request in a
telegram to J. Edgar Hoover, Di-
rector of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. The telegram said:
Deputy
gene Sanders, Joseph Smith,
Hayfield Clarke, Charles Hen-
derson, Archie McNeil III,
Jimmie Jackson, Charlie
Johnson and Clarence Mor-
gan. Some of the parents are
seen In the background. Hooks
Photo
LaManna Would Defender Awards Prizes
Name Group To Topflight Newsboys
George C. Lamanna, candidate
in the general election for coun-
ty tax assessor, promised last
week to appoint a "watchdog"
committee to help in equalizing
tax assessments if he should win.
Mr. LaManna said that the com-
mittee would be composed of 15
men and women who are experi-
Record
Continued From Page 1
ation; they can remember the re-
tention of Prof. J. Ashton Hayes
at Manassas school when he had
asked for retirement.
"The voters cannot forget h I a
role in the expose of the de-
plorable conditions of Negro play-
grounds, and the improvements
that followed.
OMEGA AWARD
"Because of his efforts and work
in the community, he was given
the Omega Award in 1952.
"He has earned your support.
"This country was founded
upon the basis of 'Taxation with-
out Representation is Unjust.'
"Let's work together for repre-
sentation in our state legisla-
ture."
Armour To
Continued From Page 1
that he would have both
tiff and defendant and
present.
Others heard during
hour-long conference w
Alex Wilson, Prof. J.
Hayes and J. W. Bowden. Among
others present were Rev. D. W.
Browning, Edward Earl Holden,
an eye-witness of the incident,
Mrs. Dorothy Harper, Miss Jac-
queline Johnson and Miss Evelyn
Townsend, all witnesses.
Judge Beverly Boushe dismiss-
ed on July 13 the case against
Miss Harper charging her with
misconduct and resisting arrest,
the plain-
witnesses
the nigh
e r e L.
Ashton
Newsboys who a 11 owed the
greatest sales increases in the re-
cently ended contest were award-
ed many valuable prizes at the
Tri-State Defender office, 262 So.
Wellington on Saturday by Mrs.
Aretta J. Polk, circulotion man-
ager.
L. Alex Wilson, editor and gen-
eral manager, welcomed the score
of newsboys to the ranks of pro-
gressive salesmen and future bus-
inessmen.
Mrs. Polk gave some point-
ers on "how to sell" and told each
newsboy the importance of being
polite and courteous to their pa-
trons.
Short talks on newspaper selling
and the role of salesmen of ability
in the future were made by Ev-
ans Clement, advertising manag-
er, and James H. Purdy, jr., as-
sistant to the circulation manag-
er.
THE PRIZES
The following prizes wre award-
ed:
I Streamlined bike, to Theo Wade,f
I of 3076 Travis, who showed a
weekly increase of 50 papers; a
portable radio, to Robert Page,
of 1475 Dunn, for a weekly in-
crease of 32 papers; a tourist
camera, to Dan Hancock, jr., of
569 Stephens, who had s 27-pa- ,
per increase.
I Fourth prizen also a camera,
went to Tommy Parker, of West
Memphis a second-time winner..
He posted an increase of 24.
Lester Jones, of 2540 Carries, a
newcomer to the Tri-State Defend-
er newsboy ranks, received a
radio receiving and sending set as
fifth prize, won with a 16-paper
boost.
Seventh prize, a "Beat T h e
Clock" game, went to William
Henry Mitchell, of 1891 Rayner.
MORE WINNERS
Other winners 'included:
Eighth, a money changer, to J.
W. Terry, of 947-F Delmar; ninth
a baseball bat, to Charles Bow-
en, of 551 N. Second; tenth, to Page.
Wright Sees History-Making Role
For Bluff City Golfers in Future
The 26th annual Central States'
Golf Association tournament clos-
ed Friday, July 20, at Audubon
Park, Memphis, Tenn., following
the awarding of tournament troph-
ies by Atty. Oscar Jones of Des
Moines, Iowa, CSGA president.
The presentations, made on the
terrace of Audubon Park club-
house before an overflowing audi-
ence of spectators and golfers,
were broadcast live over radio
station WLOK, through the cour-
tesy of the Universal Life Insur-
ance Company.
Robert Wright, president of the
host club — The Sam Qualls Golf
Club of Memphis, stated ". . .the
City of Memphis and the host club;
were happy and proud
had the tournament". . .and pre-
dicted, "it was the first of many
more to be held here." Mr. Wright
also extended his thanks and ap-
preciation to Memphis citizens for
the particular spirit and interest
shown to the tournament, for the
exceedingly lavish hospitality and
entertainment, and the fine show
of sportsmaship which marked
the event one of the most out-
standing and welcomed tourna-
ments CSGA had ever been af-
forded. Special tribute was made
to the Tournament Director, Jack
Pettiford, of Springfield, Ill., f o r
the excellent manner in which the
tournament was run. He was giv-
en a rousing round of applause
by the audiece.
Mr. Pettiford extended appre-
ciation to the people of Memphis,
the staff of Audubon park club-
house, the golfers and spectators
for the fine manner in which
CSGA was accepted.
Special tribute was given by the
president to the many CSGA golf-
from 9 states to support their
tournament, and for their coop-
eration, loyalty and adherence to
the' codesof golfing etiquette, and
the objectives of their organiza-
tion. 
RHODES EXHIBITIONIST
Nationally famous Ted Rhodes
lent color to the tournament as
he participated in exhibition
matches before large galleries.
! CSGA Officers present for the
tournament besides the president
were: Herman McKinney, secre-
tary, Detroit, Mich.; Robert
Wright, treasurer, Memphis; John
Pettiford, tournament director,
Springfield, III., a n d Nathaniel
Jordan, past president, St. Louis,
who was awarded a placque for
his leadership and service to Cen-
tral States Golf Association.
The 1957 CSGA tournament will
ers and friends who journeyed be held at Wichita, Kansas.
Backers Hit
Eisenhower in November, the
answer is "YES."
RECALLS LAST PRIMARY
For those who would toss away
a vote in the Republican Primary,,
please remember what happened
two ,years ago when three Negroes
ran in the Republican primary.
The top man received 3,000 votes.
In the general election, with the
help of Negro Democrats, the top
man received 8,000 votes. It has
been estimated tha there are about
10,500 Negro and white Republi-
cans here. How can they win as
compared with 186,000 Democrats.
Lt. George W. Lee with his com-
mitteeman job and getting a
branch post office named for him
cannot be that important.
Continued From Page 1
residents volunteered their serv-
ices.
A reliable source reported that
Smith, who is believed to be a
borderline mental pa tient, is
known to be afraid of policemen.
On Saturday evening, when he
was coming out of the downtown
cafe, a police car happened to
pull up at the same time on a
routine check of the business
place.
Smith saw Hickman and start-
ed running. "He was running when
shot in the leg by Hickman, after
being ordered to halt."
It was learned also that Smith
was bleeding from the mouth also
when taken to St. Mary's Hospit-
al in Humboldt for treatment.
Sheriff Bradshaw was quoted as
telling Smith's parents that there
was no cause for the shooting.
Tempers soon cooled off at the
scene, it was reported. At about
9:30 the same evening a Highway
Patrol squad car made the an-
nouncement "everything is under
control:"
'THE IMPORTANT TASK'
The important task is to defeat
the "Citizens For Progress" by
voting in the Democratic Printery
for James T. Walker and liberal
white candidates.
When we think of the attitude
of Lt. George W. Lee, who is
not a young man anymore, we
commend him for having kept the
Republican Party alive in Mem-
phis and Shelby County, but we
can't help wondering if he under-
stands the vital issues in Mem-
phis and Shelby County.
Is the Republican Party as such
more important than the future of
175,00 Negores? Must 175,000 Ne-
groes be sacrificed to perpetuate
one individual? Is Mr. Lee that
selfish or is he growing old.
Can he honestly face his Mak-
er with a clear conscience and say
"Lord, I acted for the best inter-
est of my people."
'WHAT IS THE STORY'
What is the George Washington
Lee Story at this critical period?
While you as voters attempt to
answer the last question, let us
give you the James T. Walker
Story.
This is why you should vote for
James T. Walker.
(1) Because a vote for Walker
is a vote for YOU.
(2) Because the time has come
' for the Negro to have represent-
ation in Legislative bodies.
(3) Because he is the only Ne-
gro running on the Democratic
ticket.
(4) Because your vote for a Ne-
gro on the Republican ticket will
be throwing your vote away, since
the Republicans represent lees
than 20 per cent of all the votes
cast during any election.
the interest, support and enthusi• D• • 'HAS A PROGRAM'
(5) Because Jimmy Walker ispredicted that Memphis will pro- competent and his record ofduce many young men and worn- un-1
en who will make history in II],
13 selfish service for the colored peo- I
asm in the tournament. He also
Albert Harper, of 823 David; 11th,
a leather billfold, to Oscar Sharp,
of 2374 Carries, and 12th, a flash-
light, to James E. Terrell, of 882
S. Mason st.
Refreshments were served news
boys and their parents after the
awarding of the prizes.
PARENTS PRESENT
Parents attending were:
Mrs. Mary Parker, mother of
Tommy Parker, jr., of 208 N.°14th
st., West Memphis; Mr. and Mrs.
R. B. Terrell, parents of Eugene
Sanders, of 2646 Supreme; Archie
McNeil, jr., father of Archie Mc-
Neil III, of 297 LeClerc; Henry
Riley, jr., father of Henry Riley,
III, of 2676 Supreme; John Bow-
en, father of Charles Bowen, of
e51 N. Second st.; Horace Gales.
father of Theodore Gales, of 3076
Travis; Dan Hancock, father of
Dan Hancock, jr., who is now va-
cationing in Chattanooga; J.
Smith, father of Joseph Smith, of
1581 Wilson st., and Mrs. Robert
Due Senators Would
an Jazz Going Abroad pie of Memphis has but few eq
uals — certainly more among theafter Lt. J. E. Chennault testi-
fied that she was not guilty of I
Mr. Jones, on behalf of his or- WASHINGTON — (ANP) — The ten a supplemental bill that would Negro candidates running for a si-
charges. ganization, thanked the host club end of U. S. jazz artists neing deny funds to send "jazz bands, milar office on the Republican
. and the citizens of Memphis for sent abroad will become effective ballet companies, and similar ac- ticket.
 if Congress agrees to the proposals tivities" abroad. 16.) Because immy Walker has :
• of the Senate Appropriations Corn- ' The committee now urges gove a program — a well
-planned and!
mittee. ernment-aided travel for "choral' progressive program for the mass
Instead, foreigners will have to groups and miscellaneous sports of the colored people in Memphis
content themselves with choral projects." and Shelby county, who like him,
Continued From Page 1 groups. Senator Ellender (D-La) who must earn their bread by the
Alarmed by the impression of, recently blasted Dizzy Gillespie's sweat of their brow.
what was the matter and he point- the U. S. that has stemmed from ' music, is reportedly the author of (7) Because as a Union man. and
ed across the street saying "A sponsored tours of such perform- the bill, a higher up in union councils he
man shot me." , ers as Louis Armstrong and Dizzy 
- - • -
He told his wife and Mrs. Mar- Gillespie, the committee has writ-
shall that he had done nothing. 
A DEACON
Henry Lee and two friends,Torn Boycott Aidemy Brown, 7, and David Brown.
5, of 361 Ashland, were not hurt A
in the firing. They ducked down A
on the floor in the back of the
the
20,000 COPIES SOLD IN THE
FIRST THREE MONTHS
OF
"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"
A
HEART-WARMING PICTURE STORY OF LIFE IN HARLEM WITH
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROY DeCARAVA AND A NAR
RATIVE BY LANGSTON HUGHES.
"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"
10 receive a copy Promptly by mail directly to you, write you
51.00 made out to: University Place Bookshop, 69 University Place
name below and enclose • dollar bill or check of money order to,
Neer York 3, N. Y.
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ADDRESS 
CITY AND STATE
field of golf.
car.
rrested For
Mr. Taylor had been picking his Drunk ng
wife up at the Marshalls' place :11ONTGOMERY, Ala.—(ANP)—
every Friday since she went to An nttornev active in Montgom-
work there in October of 1955. cry's crippling Negro bus boycott
Mrs. Taylor said she he usually fac^d charges of drunken driving
came about 5 p.m. last Friday's last week after he was arrested
shooting took place about 5:15. 1by city police.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor are both! He is Charles D. Langford, who
from Somerville and were mar- allegedly was intoxicated while
ried in 1950. They live at 363 Ash- driving, according .to a report by
land. Mr. Taylor has resided in patrolmen A. E. Bland and C. R.
Memphis since 1941 and has been Ross, the arresting officers.
employed at Firestone since 1942 The policemen said they stop-
lie is a member of the Hope- ped Langford shortly after 2 a.m.
well Baptist church where he is because of what they termed "int-
a deacon, church treasurer and a proper driving."
Drivi
choir member. Henry goes to Langford was released on $200
Hopewell and Mrs. Taylor belones hand and a hearing set for Traffic
to Golden Leaf Baptist. court on July 26.
don't just ask for bourbon...
ask for
ourb on
de
uxe
;...riciee 71 _1,1~
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
,— BOURBON WHISKEY
THE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY, LOUISVILLE. KLpirucKy.
understands the problems of the
working man and especially those
of his own people.
(8) Because his record of deal. • York Critics' Circle and the Donle
ing with his people is clean and aldson Awards.
there are are no knots in the rope Performances at the Northland
Playhouse are scheduled from
of ( 
9h)isBecause he is a 100 per cent Tuesday through Sunday at 8:30
Democrat, living in a Democratic p.m. There is a special twilight
show every Saturday beginning at
6:30 p.m. Mail orders are being
accepted for all productionu this
summer and phone reservations
may be made by calling ELgin 6-
7444.
Miss Waters' engagement at
Northland is of special interest,
for she is celebrating her forti-
eth year in show business.
tt
state, where if hope is to be found
for the advancement of his peo-
ple, it must be found among the
people who are in power.
THE POST OFFICE
(10) Because you know the only
thing the Republicans can do for
a Negro in Shelby County is to
get him a job in the post office
and 175,000 Negroes can't work
there.
(11) Because we need opportuni-
ties for our children as they pre-
pare themselves in our schools
and colleges and we must have
competent men in the councils
of government to bargain in their
behalf.
(12) Because the future of. the
Negro in the South is unmistak-
ably tied up with the future of
our white neighbor, 90 per cent
of whom are Democrats.
TSU Board Approves
$1,642,637 Budget
HOUSTON, Texas — The board
of director's of Texas Southern
university last week approved the
school's 1957 budget of $1,642,837.-
63, and announced establishments
of two scholarships: the $2,500 -
William Hendricks Hogue Fund,
and a $1,000 gift from an unknown
donor.
NTS—.
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beaten
41°t1Y „rd
s cooecgi 
Wed Ri ce
...Trtb_n_e eggs, 
Pticelana Rice, 
trills, the 1 
tablesp
5-47a-r-.nd vanilla. 
Put in a 
well-greased 
quart cas-
cilopteserallk
serole 
f 
or in 
individual baking 
dishes. Place in 
a 
shallov:
pan o hot 
water. Bake in 
a 
350°F. oven 
for 1 hour 
or
until a silver 
knife comes 
out clean 
when 
inserted into
the 
center. Top 
with 
rneringoe made 
by 
beating egg
whites until 
foamy 
(gradually beating 
in the 
sugar) and
until egg 
whites are 
smooth, shiny 
and stiff. .
Spread
over 
pudding. Bake 
at 
400°F. until 
meringue browns 
Vse 
genulne 
Riceland Rice
In this 
recipe tor best 
results.
-
Within the past few days my
mother, Mrs. Violet A. McNeil,
3744 South LaSalle st., Chicago,
was contacted by a represent-
ative of the Chicago Police De
partment, seeund district, to make
an investigation of me for a sup-
posed government job.
"I understand that this probe
was ordered by someone in Tal-
lahassee who apparently holds an
official position. I have not ap-
plied for a government job, there-
fore I have not authorized such an
investigation.”
The message said that this was
possibly a plan "to embarrass
me, as an attorney for the Inter-
Civic Council of Tallahassee."
"It is my understanding,"
Lindsey continued, "that this
may constitute a violation of Fed-
eral laws. This incident has up-
set my mother, and may affect
her health.
"I respectfully request that you
have your organization investigate
this matter to the fullest ex-
tent."
Earlier, Lindsey had said in a
speech to the Inter-Civic Council
that "it is flattering to think some
unknown benefactor is seeking to
get me a 10 to 15 thousand dollar
a year job, or consulting position,
without even telling me about it."
Ethel Waters
Back On Stage
In 'Wedding'
DETROIT — Ethel Waters, one
of the great ladies of the theatre
is the star of next week's attrac-
tion at the Northland Playhotare,
Northland Center, and she will be
seen in "The Member of the Wed-
ding" by Carson McCullers. This
is the play that won both the New
CE1101.01) RI 
4111011.4G
All-Iitne, M1 
Family 
Vavoritet
tleliciovts 
Riceland 'Rice 
Pudding!
I. 
tablespoon sugar
1/2 
teaspoon vanilla
2 egg 
whites
ofI' cup 
sugar
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It should be made crystal clear officer to present his badge ims
to those officers of our police de- mediately to a citizen approached
oartment who need such elemen- ' for information.
tary instruction, that a white skin The statements sworn to by thedoes not constitute the full author- plaintiff in the case and witness-
itv and badge of a policeman. ers indicate that Officer Isabel has
Once that is demonstrated to , the utmost contempt and hatred
the Negro community here, we are I for Negroes,
quite certain that the department For example, he was quoted as
will get more respect and inval- saying to Miss Harper:
uable cooperation from the aver- "If I had my way rd kill every
age, law-abiding, decent Negro cit- damn nigger I saw, and throw
izen. them in the Mississippi. It would
Case in point is that of Miss be overflowing with niggers."
Rosa Harper, 23. a college grad- With reference to Negro worn-
tiate, and teacher at Wisconsin : e all Odessas to me." '
school, who during the absence of THREE FACTORS
her father, Willie Harper, Sr.. is There are three factors, among ,
operating his Gulf service station others responsible for this type of 1 
at 669 Firestone. attitude:
DESPITE ABUSES U Bitter race prejudice
Miss Harper is well-respected in (2) Over-weening ego, in t h eher neighborhood; she is a mould- , form of a superior complex
Cr of young minds, a builder of' (3) A fallacious belief that all
young citizens of Tomorrow, who Negroes are alike — contempti-
teaches — despite the abuses hle creatures that the world could
some of our people endure — her well do without,
students the value of respecting It is unfortunate that too many I
an officer of the law, as a friend, of our local citizens have been aid-
Yet, on July 8, she became — ing and abetting this cancerous !
without provocation, according to evil by not protesting to the prop.
reliable witnesses — the object of er police authority legitimatethe vilest type of profanity, was claims of abuse.
•hreatened and slapped by a po- It is a common-place fact thaticeman, identified as 0 f f i c e r too many of our citizens of color
James J. Isabel. have not the least confidence in
Why?' Simply because she obtaining fair treatment from our I
wouldn't take a glass of water I police department. This attitude Ifrom her father's service station has developed as a result of con- I
out to the street curb, to a white tact with too many poor repre-
man in a green Ford. dressed in sentatives in the street, of the de-
a red T-shirt and blue jeans, who partment.
LATER turned out to be an offi- NEED FOR BLANKETcer. And,' because she would not INDICTMENT??
answer to the name "Odessa," However, we are inclined towhen so addressed by this same think that a bad policeman doesofficer, whom she didn•t know at not necessarily call for A blanketthe time was a policeman. ' indictment of discourtesy and brit-COULD HAVE BEEN .A(mi)ED tality against the entire depart.This shameful incident could ment, including its head. The time
has come to find out.
That is one of the reasons whyand walked to the station for the well-known and able Miss Willawater (as he should), IF that is A. McWilliams, of 1002 Leath, a
highly respected school teacher:
after receiving facts about t k e '
Harper-Isabel incident, arranged
for a delegation of citizens to hold '
• More Crimes Among White Teenagers Than Negro
\Condition Had Bad Break,
Exists In Gels Good One
FOR THE
R.AREC0110
by L. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Action In Teacher-Policeman Case
have been avoided (1) if Officer
Isabel had gotten out of the car
really what he wanted and (2).
if he was seeking information on
a case, courteously state his iden-
tity and present his badge.
It is the duty of a plainselothes a conference with Commissioner
• 
1 Claude Armour on Wednesday
morning, July IS.
,44
GILBEY'S
Among members of the delega-
tion were: Miss McWilliams, who
! served as chief spokesman; Prof.
J. Ashton Hayes, Rev, D. W.
Browning, L, Alex Wilson, and J.
W. Bowden.
Accompanying th I a delega-
tion were Miss Rosa Harper, Ed-
ward Earl Holden, of 590 Corrine,
an eye-witness in the case and
several other witnesses.
COMMISSIONER CONGENIAL
Commissioner Armour, contrary
to what some anticipated, receiv-
ed the delegation with congeniality
that befits one in his position. He
listened attentively to Miss Har-
per's narration of the incident,
showing obvious skepticism only
once. That was when Mss Har-
per quoted Officer Isabel as say-
ing:
'The river is full of Emmett
makes Tills. Do you know that If I had I
my way a half hour ago, you ,Gin-and-Tonic would have been in there too.'
The commissioner promised to
arrange a full scale hearing in the
incident with both the plaintiff and
the defendant and witesses pres-
ent, along with members of the
delegation.
DOESN'T KNOW ISABEL
During the nigh hour long con-
ference, Mr. Armour made clear
that he didn't know the accused
officer, that he wanted to hear
both sides of the story before
making a decision, and indicated
that his political position is not to
be construed as a hindrance to the
performance of his duty as com-
missioner of police for all the cit-
izens of' Memphis.
"I am going to perform my
duty," he declared.
When questioned closely by Miss
McWilliams about the difficulty of
Negro citizens in obtaining an au-
dience with him, Mr. Armour stet-
. 
ed that he was not aware of such.
WILLING TO DISCUSS
PROBLEMS
He stated that he is willing to
discuss problems with any group
in the community.
Mr. Armour indicated some In-
decision as to what the Negro com-
munity wants. He cited instances
of criticism from several leaders
and stated that he had set up a
Negro fire unit thinking it would
be appreciated, then was "kicked
in the teeth" for his efforts.
Sometimes "I feel I don't know
what they want," he said.
He pointed to the "brutality" of
his Negro officers to Negro citi-
zens. "And not once can I re-
call," he said, "a delegation com-
ing to me about that. I have call-
ed these officers in my office and
reprimanded them. I have pointed
out to them that they are sup-
posed to be an asset to their
race."
WANT FAIR TREATMENT
Nevertheless, Mr. Armour
knows one thing for certain now:
That the law - abiding Negro cal-
zens of Memphis do not want to
best
Gilbey's brilliant clarity is your
certain promise of the best
Gin-and-Tonic. Gilbes 's is
made the natural, uncolored way
...the gin that's dry, crystal-clear,
and the right proof. Please
yourself with "Gilbey's Please."
GILBEY'S
GIN
; a THE WORLD AGREES
1 w ON “GILBEY'S PLEASE"
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry
• Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain
Neutral Spirits. W. & A.
Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohio
RECEIVES GRANT — A fellow-
ship award of $600, financed by
the March of Dimes, has been
made to Thomas J. Gates, stu-
dent at Meharry Medical college.
The award is for two months of
special study this summer in pub-
lic health and preventive medicine.
Mr. Gates will be working on a'
project at Meharry Medical col-
lege. Medical student awards by
the National Foundation for In.
(anti!, Paralysis are designed to
recruit students for careers in pub-
lic health and preventive medicine
physical medicine and rehabilita-
tion, and the biological sciences.
be abused by any officer in the
department, regardless of color.
As to his sincerity relative to
holding a hearing in the Harper-
Isabel case, we will in time learn
Meanwhile, Miss McWilliams is
to be commended for not accept-
ing the "do nothing" c ha r ge
against the police department, and
for exercising initiative in arrang-
ing for a conference where the in-
cident could he fully discussed
and dropped in the lap of the com-
missioner.
NEW NEGRO
Miss Harper is representative of
the more intelligent New Negro of
the South — calm, lacking in tim-I
idity, and far-sighted.
She knew that if she o tardl
refused to take her case to the
proper authority, she would be aid-
ing and abetting further abuse of '
other law-abiding citizens of our
city. She is to be commended for
going to the commissioner asking
for fair treatment for others of
our race. Miss Harper is one of
a very, very few here abused like- I
wise, who found it wise to act.
A man who was released from
St. Louis a sentence in the workhouse for
ST. LOUIS — Testimony that.
the present upsurge of juveniles
involved in crimes in the St. Louis,
area is not coming from members.
of two prominent minority groups,
was made here last week by the
Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile!
Delinquency.
United States Senator Thomas
C. Hennings, jr., (Dem. Mo.0
chairman of the committee, who ,
conducted the one-man hearings'
following the rise in juvenile
committed "rimes, said the hear-
ings were -the most productive,
helpful and intelligent" of all yet
held.
While only one Negro testified
at the hearings, the question of
minorities was raised by m o r e
than one speaker, although not by
the single Negro witness. Ralph
Young, executive director of the!
George Washington Carver Douse,!
a community settlement agency.'
described the "abuses" of ADC
(Aid to Dependent Children) by
many adults
TEENAGERS RESENT
Voting said leisure time activi-
ties cannot correct broken homes,
from which come the largest per-
centage of juvenile delinquents He
said teenagers resent adult apathy ,
and lack of parental guidance.
Richard II A b publisher f
the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, tes-
tifying on Friday. declared that it
is "significant. . .that the crimes"
which have aroused the commun-
ity in recent months . .have been,
the acts of whites, not of Ne-
groes, and many of them have
come from the so-called better ,
homes and better neighborhoods,
and from homes where parents'
make very respectable, and in,
many cases excellent 1 iv in g s..
"This suggests," Amber); declar-
ed, "that we must look farther
than to the slums or to the Ne-
gro as the source of the problem."
The publisher of the newspaper.
which has given the largest play
a crime he apparently did not
commit has been given another
chance to prose himself in Mem-
phis.
He is Herman Coleman of 1352
Texas. Ile has been given a job
with the City Sanitation Depart-
ment. Coleman is the man who
pleaded guilty and took five years
for robbing a liquor store, al-
though he claimed he did not com-
mit the crime, but was afraid he
would get 15 years in prison.
Later, the store owner saw a
man he believed to he the real
robber, and Atty Gen. Phil (an
ale took steps which led to Cole-
man's release from Shelby Penal
Farm several weeks ago.
Comm. Henry Loeb was the
city official who was willing to
rcommend Coleman for job and
another chance, following efforts
in Coleman's behalf by a white
reporter for a local daily newspa-
per.
to the problem, called for more
uniformed and plainclothes police.
men to patrol parks and other
trouble areas, lie said he thought
Negro policemen should he add-
ed in Negro areas "for they can
do a far better job in those neigh•
borhoods than white officers."
Mrs. Grace Gorman. chief pro-
bation officer of the St. Louis Ju
venite court, praise the work of
the Mound City Youth association,
in working to combat delinquen-
cy by constructive programs.
Rabbi Jerome C,rollman, presi
dent of the St. Louis Rabbinical
association, told of the various pro
grams and agencies designed for ongstreets
 Go
constructive guidance in the Jew- -
ish Community.
He pointed out that on a nation.
0
•al level, the incidence of delin
quents among juveniles from the
Jewishcommunity is relatively!
meyer (Wail of the St. Louis .
Mr and Mrs .1cri. I.iingstreet,
i I don't know when I.1. Jacobs-1 president of Womans society a
Christian Service ot Centenary'venile Division) has had a case:
Methodist church. and Mrs II III a fffill'alwith a youth from our commun-! jone‘, are attending the Tennes.' of 1770.ity," he said.
' 
IF THE LITTLE WOMAN WANTS
TO LEARN TO DRIVE THE
CAR - - - BETTER NOT
STAND IN HER WAY!
But Advise Her Against Fighting Memphis' Hectic Down-
town Traffic and Scrounging For A Place To Park After
She Gets There!
MEMPHIS MOTORISTS WILL
BE SMART TO SAVE THEIR
CARS FOR THE SUMMER
WEEKENDS COMING UP —
Let A Skilled Operator Battle Traffic For You — Save On
Gasoline and Tires and Insurance — All Those Motoring
Costs That Add Up To 10 Cents A Mile On The City's
Jam-Packed Rush-Hour Streets.
Ease That Squeeze
Go By Bus!
It's Smart
THE MEMPHIS STREET
RAILWAY CO.
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Annual Conference of t h e
Woman's Society of Christian Serv-
ice and the School of Missions
which is now being held at Ten-
nessee State, Nashville.
Australia was once known as 1
Hobert I Jones has been
. arded a certificate T h •
Union Institute of Tax Training of
Hoboken, N. J., for completing
ROBERT I. JONES
their Income Tax and Social Se-
curity course. -
The Union Institute of T a X
Training is licensed by the New
Jersey Department of Education.
These studies consisted of t h
preparation of income tax forms,
social security reports on employ-
ees, payroll records, and reports
to the department of employment
se exalt v. •
Upon the completion of the fi-
nal examination he was accepted
as a member of the United States
Tax Service Associates.
lie maintains an office at 322's
Beale ave.. Room 209, Palace The-
atre Building, Memphis. Tenn.
New Holland. It did not become , 
a part of the British empire by Mexico City, capital of Mexico.
act until about the year i is located more than 7,000
feet above sea level.
"I've settled on Luckies for good ...because
LUCKIES
TASTIVABETTER",
Chocking a Right out of Idlewild Airport,
Gladys reconfirms reservations. "I only
started smoking after I got Out of college,"
the says, "so I'm no veteran. But since I hit
on Luckies, I really enjoy my cigarettes!"
GLADYS RIDD1.11 la a Master
Arts (U. of Michigan), a Reeerl
—0
vations Agent (National Air,
lines), and a cigarette smoker,
(Lucky Strike): "Luckies were a
happy choice for me," she says;
"Theytasie better?' Luckies taste
better because they're made of
fine tobacco—mild, good-tast-
ing tobacco that's TOASTED
to taste even better. Light up a
Lucky yourself. You'll say it's
the best-tasting cigarette you
ever smoked!
"IT'S TOASTED'!
to taste better I
OR for Miami, Gladys makes the most of the
free tripoffered annually to airlines employeesil
She makes the most of bee smoking, too.'
"Picking a brand Is no problem at all," she
says. "I've settled on Luckies for good?'
MIMS TASTE BETTER
• A. T. CO.
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
PRODUCT Of la de,.....ze.G.42 7
 AMIRIC.4.8 LIADING MANUrAICTITRLR•or...cmisriski
massy abielliallyvevmm-
•
Leona Jamison is president of thel week we see the Man standing
Young People's Department of the on the hillside saying, "Blessed
Society and Mrs. E. Rivers is are they which do hunger and
president of the Richard. Allen thirst after righteousness, for they
shall be filled."
I .know what some people are
going to say, "0 that was all
right for back there in the days
of Jesus but it is not worth a
dime today." We live in a day
when people have turned the 'gold-
, A sermon by the pastor, Rev, en rule' around. It does not read
H. McDonald Nelson, will enlight-i"As you would that men should
en the morning worship hour at do unto you do ye also unto them:
11 a.m. Music will be rendered But the modernists of our day
by the church choir, have made it read, "Do them be-
Th. ACE League meets at 6 fore they get a chance to do )out"
p.m. It will he directed by Mrs. We find ourselves hi v ing in a day
Dora Whitson. Devotion and a ser-
mon will be held at 7:30 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA
, A sincere "welcome back'' was cause the parents all kinds of an-
extended to members of First Bap- guish. We live in a day when
tist Chelsea who attended the re- parents can toil asazifice all
cent Sunday school and Baptist that they know how to bring
training Union Conference in Cal- sun or a daughter up worthwhile
ifornia. Graciously accepting were only to learn later that there is
the pastor, Rev. Van J. Malone, some old man or woman waiting
Miss Debora Thompson m s_ _ in the thickets to offer him a new. kind of by or a new way of lifePearl Oates. Mrs. Irene Cotton.
Mrs. Julia Thomas and tarve that will destroy all that the par-
Cotton. 
,S
ents have tried to indoctrinate into
Services at the house of worship, the child. We live in a world wherepeople have apparently forgottenSunday, will be regular. Getting 
all alx, it right and wrong andthe Sunday School under way at move and live in an area of ex-9:30 a.m., will be Marva Cotton. pediency. We live in a day when
The pastor will deliver the morn-. parents throughout the world havelung message at 11 a.m. thrown up their hands and cried$ Baptist Training Union convenes out, 
'0 what's the use. We liveSt 6:30 under the supervision of i
TR1-STATE DEFENDER
SAT., JULY 28, 1956
'D NOAH BEGAN TO
BE AN HUSBANDNA's,
AND HE PLANTED A
N EYAR D.
ST. JAMES AME
The Memphis Conference Branch
of the Missionary Society Workers
will sponsor its annual Fellowship
at the Clayborn Temple church
Sunday, from 4 p.m, to 6 p.m. I
will feature a program of city
wide musical talent. A panel wit
be held also. Sirs. E. Rivers wit
be moderator. The Richard Allen
Youth Council and Young Peo-
ple Department of the Mission-
ary Society will contribute their
services to the expected success
of the tea.
I Mrs. Ann Ruffin Henderson, Car-'
nation Milk consultant, will assist
Evang. Rheola Jackson, refresh-
ment chairman, with the refresh-
silents.
The president of the Memphis And now let us take another
branch of the Missionary Society!look at our general theme; "Fac-
Workers is Mrs. J. W. Hall. Mrs.. U T As w look this
Council. Dr. William Bell is host
pastor.
1 In charge of the Sunday school
services at St. James AME church
will be William Jackson, the su-
perintendent. Sunday school be-
gins at 9:15 a.m.
when 3 NH grown man or wom-
an can go to a crib and take
out 3 thirty-two day old baby and
n a day of mass desponcy and
Miss Cornelius Sanders. disillusionment and people hav e
Evening services will be held at apparently lost their sight of goals
I . I that are worthwhile and we hear
Miss Janet Lewis is the church them crying and groping in the
reporter. !dark,
CENTENARY METHODIST R A TH R HONOR MASSES
General class meeting is sched-, But this is not something that
vied for the 11 a.m.. service at has just come about. Back in the
the Centenary Methodist church. I days of Jesus men just could not
There will be no sermon. understand what it was all about.
Sunday school commences at Then Jesus came on the scene
9 30 a m. William H. Hunt is and said unto them, "Blessed are
the superintendnt. e who are willing to sacrifice
The usual service will be held hunger and thirst that you might
at 7:30 p.m. he satisfed ithn." We just can't
Rev. D. M. Grisham s the mnJ satisfy ourselves with following
ister. i the crowd. Too many people I
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST I know today have had too little
Mt. Moriah's annual Woman's,I concern for righteousness as a re-
Day celebration is slated for Sun- sult are being plagued by day and
day. Mrs. Jennie Broadnax Vance night because of an unwillingness
will be guest speaker. Mrs. Vance to toil for which they know is
will speak at 3 p in. This lc a right. Jesus could have easily
day of rmich interest at the Mt. I said. -Blessed are ye who are fill-
Moriah Baptist church and expect- ed with moral integrity."
Blessed are ye who know whatations are great. The public is
invited to share Sunday. and. ip. is right and who are willing to
deed, every Sunday with t h suffer for right. '
' But today there are any numberamiable congregation, 
of people who know what is right\ Other services throughout t h e but they are more concerned withday will follow samewhat t h the reaction of the masses thansame order with Sunday school at what Jesus would think Of the9:30, morning worship at n a in. deeds and actions. Our labor lawsBaptist Training Union at 6:30Itoday are brought up becausep.m., and evening service at 730. I there were people who knew thatMrs. MaedElle Smith is t h e ,oloitation and robbery were not
church reporter. Rev. R. W. Nors- but they lacked the moral
worthy is the pastor.
GREATER WHITE STONE RAPT.
Sunday is Annual Missionars
Day at the Greater White Stone
Baptist church. Highlighting t h e
observation will be well
-planned
and inspiration
-packed program at
3 p.m. Mrs. B. J. Baskin of St.
John Baptist chinch will be the
principal* speaker. She will be in.
troduced by Mrs. Helen Matthews
of First Baptist church. Lauder-
dale. Mrs. Mable Paulette is pres-
ident of the Miisionary Society.
Joseph McGhee presides during
the Sunday school conduction at
9:30 a m. A thought
-provoking ser-
mon by the pastor. Rev. A. R.
Williams. will quench' the spirit.
vial appetites of the membership
at 11 a.m. Music will be provid-
ed by the choirs of the church. 1
Mrs. E. L. Robertson will di-1
sect the Baptist Training Union
at G:30 p. m.Service will be held
at 7:30 p
NEW HOPE BAPTIST
This Friday. July 27. the No. 1
choir of New Hope Baptist church
will present a muOcal at t h e
church. It will start at 8 p m.
Mrs. E. M. Currie is the presi-
dent.
The, Mother Board will sponsor
a program at the church. Sunday,
at -3 p.m. It will climax a finan-
cial drive for the building fund
Mrs. Leona Turner is the chair-
man.
AND HE DRANK OF THE WINE
AND WAS DRUNKEN; AND rE
vs,A.5 UNCOvERED MTH.% tc.5
TENT:
Sam Marshall will conduct the
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. There
will be a sermon at 11 a.m.
AND HAM, THE FATHER OF CANAAN)
SAW TrE KAKEDNESS OF HIS FATKER,
AND TOLD KS TWO BRET14REN
WITHOUT.
t\\
-a
Ait
Sponsored By
TRADE MARK
AMERICA'S FAVORITE
MILK and ICE CREAM
Bad Crop Brings
Farmer Success
GRIFFIN, Ga. — A bad crop
year in 1949 has made a more
successful farmer of Jake Dick-
son.
Alter 1949's bad crop Dickson
talked to E. S. Spikes, Spalding
County agent, about an improved
beef cattle program. Spikes sug-
gested that he talk with local
farmers and the County Farm and
-
Home Administration. Through
them Dickson learned that he
could get financial help .
First in the new program they
decided to improve grazing land
before new cattle were brought in.
Ten acres of existing common Ber-
muda was sown over with r y e
grass, oats and crimson clover in
1950
' In early 1951 151cltsOn bought
four Hereford heifers already bred,
and placed them with his other
cows. He continued to expaiv I
grazing until he had 37 acre;
of permanent and temporary pus.
ture. These acres have maintain-
ed 20 head of cows and calves.
His success with cattle has help-
ed Dickson make advance pay-
ments on his farm. He said that
mhiesnt csOunty agent,
without cattle he could not haw
madeWnrktihnegsewpitahy
Dickson has made many other
improvements in his farming tech.
niques.
I seed.
He now uses hybrid cdrn
church reporter. Rev. Joe Allen
is pastor.
JACKSON CHAPEL BAPTIST
The Annual Woman's Day
speaker for the Jackson Chapel
Baptist church of Ebony, Ark.,
Sunday, will be Mrs. Lula Alex-
ander. Mrs. Alexander is w e 11-
known in Memphis church circles,
an active member of St. Stephen
Baptist church of 508 N. Third
At 6 p.m., J. C. Currie will and a member of several Chris-
direct the Baptist Training Union. tian social clubs. She will speak
t Mrs. Ophelia McGary is t h e from the subject, "A Woman At
stamina to move out against it.
Many of the laws on our stature
books today are there because
some people lacked the courage
to do what they knew was right.
A few years from now someone
is going to look at the written
record of all of this confusion con-
cerning integration and desegre-
gation and exclaim to themselves.
-And you tell me that they were
Intelligent." There must have been
something wrong, either my def-
inition for intelligence and Chris-
tianity - is wrong or theirs was
wrong. There was something
wrong somewhere.
Today we must seek to iron out
the kinks of misunderstanding.
The social, moral, economic, and
spiritual conflicts of our day are
going to destroy all of us. The
same godlessness that destroyed
Greece, Rome, and countless oth-
er great nations is upon us. We
have men today who fear nothing.
Men have lost their sense of fear,
they feel that they have everything
under control. We have the air-
planes with the largest cruising
range, we have the best guided
misles. we have the most effec-
tive radar system, and all in all
we have nothing to worry about.
But while we are rocking our-
selves in a pseudo-complancency
our very hearts are being destroy-
ed. While day by day we are be-
coming materialists the moral and
spirit growth that should be with
us is gettng smaller and smaller.
Once again the old prophet looks
over the conditions of today and
Her Best In These Perilous
Times." The theme of Woman's
Day is "Have Faith In God."
Rev. A. F. Jackson is the pas-
tor. Mrs. Willie M. Jackson is the
church reporter.
BETHEL AME
It will be Young People's Day
at the Bethel AME church, Sun-
day. The youths of the church will
be in charge of all services for
the day.
Sunday school convenes at 9:30
a.m. The morning worship will
be held at 11 a.m. At 6:30 p.m., '
the ACE League will meet. Night
service will begin at 7:30.
Miss Grace Conley is director
of youth activities.
Jobe Walker is church report-
er. Rev. Robert McRae is pas-
tor.
Baptist Group
To Chattanooga
CHATTANOOGA — All Primi-
tive Baptists of the USA are called
to meet in the 49th Annual Na-
tional Convention which is to con-
vene August 22-26 at Friendship
church in Chattanoga, Tenn. Presi-
dent P. B. Brantley of Miami, Fla.,
is urging all ministers, deans and
!delegates to be present to carry
on the business of the conven-
tion. Rev, A. M. Syler, the host'
pastor, says "Come one and all.
All things are ready now for a
great convention."
3 lnsurancemen
, -Taking Courses
I NASHVILLE: — Tennessee has
1 three insurance executives a n dspecialists taking advance train-
ing in the National Insurance As-
sociation's second annual Institute
school in agency management now '
is progress at Tenessee State uni-
veIrnsity.:
addition to L. J. Gunn of
Nashville, who is a faculty mem-
ber of the institute, they are: J.
F. Blom, district manager, Union.
Protective, Jackson; and C. D
I Gooden, district manager, Union
Protective, Knoxville.
l iens us to seek the old paths and
walk therein. Once again we must
realize that our only salvation is
wrapped up in the moral and spir-
itual outlook of the noble men and
' women of yesteryear.
MADAM BELL
The Greatest Palmist on Earth
Madam Bell that you all know who stayed
at the Mississippi State line for years is
back on her own place to stay.
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
If any of these are your problems, come let
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
as she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a is d will call
names. If you have failed in the rest como-see MADAM BELL
at once.
LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles
north of Millington, Tennessee on the way to Covington, Ten-
nessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
Turf Club. Two blocks below the oth er reader. 5 Greyhound
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millington
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
driver the address.
•
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours: 9 a m. to 9 p in. Reading daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters.
BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
AND THE RIGHT NAME
ELECT (Independent) GEORGE C.
LAMANNA
COUNTY TAX ASSESSOR
AUGUST 2nd, GENERAL ELECTION
The First Man To Tell The People
All About Tax Assessments
• A mart must have qualifications for the office he
seek s—m ine
Taught Boca keeping and Accounting in Business School
Worked for a Title and Trust Company.
Practiced Law in Memphis for 25 Tears.
Former assistant Attorney General
Served as special 'Age in General Session Court.
Have represented a variety of Business Interests
Experienced in Real E  Trani act,ons, Estates and Tax Matters.
licensed to practice Real Estate
• And must have a platform that is sound and what is
good for all the people—mine is:
I. / advocate the abolishment of the Personality Tax
2. I advocate one Tax Assessor for City and County Consolidation,. Save people
thousands of dollars
3. Equitable assessments
4. Countess, to all, rich or poor. white or colored
S. Send a letter to the taxpayer as soon Is the assessment it completed and in-
from him in advance of what he rs expected to pay before he receives a tax
assessment It the taxpayer disagrees with the assessment, he then can come
to the office for a conference and sdiustment before it is too late.
To Serve The People Without Fear, Favor or Aftection.
Will Render Honest and Conpetent Administration.
Elect (Indedeendent)
GEORGE C. LAMANNA
County Too Assesior
August 2nd, General Election
GET NEW QUALITY
STAMP CATALOG
AT BIG STAR STORE
* 
BELOW IS SHOWN ONE
OF THE MANY
VALUABLE GIFTS
WHICH ARE SHOWN IN
YOUR BOOK
TAKES
TWO
BOOKS
BIG
STAR
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
It is indeed a problem ap-
peasing those lagging appetites,
during this torrid weather.
There is a tendency to t ake
t o o many shortcuts with
our meals. Remember that to-
day, each one must put every-
thing he can into his job. The
right amount of vitamin a in
your diet are necessary for you
to do. Wherever possible use
those extra vitamins, so always
use Jack Spr t Enriched Wheat
flour in mak ng those delicious
home mad 
j
elicacies.
These cheese strawy have an
abundance of vitamins and are
so tempting and good to eat.
CHEESE STRAWS
1 cup sifted Jack Sprat En-
riched Flour
1i teaspoon salt
't teaspoon celery powder
3-4 teaspoon celery seeds
6 tablespoons butter
'2 cup cottage cheese
1 tablespoon milk
Sift flour then measure and
sift with salt and baking
powder. Stir in celery seeds.
then, cut butter into the flour
mixture until mixture look.
like coarse meal.
Stir milk into cheese, then
stir lightly into flour mixture
until cheese is thoroughly mix-
ed into flour and forms a soft
dough.
Roll 
R 
out a small portion at
a time, about 1-4 inch thick
on a lightly floured board. Cut
in strips about 3 inches long
and "2 inch wide with pastry
cutter. Sprinkle with Paprika
a n d bake. Place on greased
baking sheet. 12 minutes, or un-
til lightly browned in hot oven
425 degrees F. Makes about 25
to 30 straws. So good with cold
or hot soup d. sanlad wonderful
with 
summ
Bye for now.
Jana Porter
Mid-South Air Waves Carry Excellent Show Featuring
These Young Stars Sponsored By Big Star Food Stores
THE SIGNAL comes and you are On T h e Air. It is an exciting
moment for youthful talents. Every Saturday morning 11:30 Big
Star Food stores brings boys and girls of the entire Mid-South area
the opportunity to display their versatile talent to a huge Mid-
,40uth audience over the powerful 50,006 watt WDIA. If you sing, or
play any musical instrument, or have any talent that can be con-
6
veyed by radio, you are invited to contact WDIA. The group pictur-
ed above appeared on a recent program included: 1st row left to
right: Renee Borleair, Lovie Watkins, Jr., Marree Watkins. Sec-
ond row left to right: Willie Bob Wiseman, Ernest Stokes Jr.. 1.0
retta Parish, Henrietta Parish, Robert Wiseman Jr., and Doroth‘
Jackson. Standing in rear: Lillie P. Boyland.
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" NOTICE OF GENERAL ELECTION
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WARD W-PRICCINCT
Mensal& Vocational Seise.
OFFICES-James Ryan OMCES-Lillian Newman. Ile N. Montgomery
JIrDGES-Mrs. A. M. Polk, Mrs JUDGES-Cornell Banks. Bar- OFFICER-R. J. Reynolds.
Frances Russo. Raymond' nice Hawkins. Oretha Donald-IJUDGES-Mrs. Dave Harris.
Ryan, L H. Hatley, Mrs. Into- son. Mrs. L. E Brown, Estella Ludwig Schlesinger. R. .1.
gene Craig. Wray. I Reynolds. Mrs. R. J. Reynolds,
REGEPTRARS-Mra Grata Me- REGISTRARS - Clara Willett*. .1. A. Rudisdl. Pete Oehm
Kittrie.k., Mrs. Maly Frances1 Betty Gill. REOISTRARA-Mrs. Robert Tur-
Lazenbe. CILtERK - Essie Adair. net-. Mrs. Albert Steiner.
WARD 11 WARD 14-PRECINCT I WARD II-PRECINCT t
Meadows' Super Market,
1111 S. Parkway E.
The undersigned. LE Z WINCILESTER., LEITER BREN-
NER and PRICE CURD, Commissioners of Elections for
Shelby County, Tennessee, pursuant to law hereby give
notice of an election to be held in all the wards and pre-
cincts in the City of Memphis and Shelby County, Tennessee.
on Thursday, August 2, 19:56.
The election is called for the purpose of voting for District
Attorney General of Shelby County, Sheriff of Shelby Coun-
ty, County Trustee of Shelby County. County Tax Assessor
of Shelby County. Judge of Court of Appeals Middle Di-
vision. Chancellor Part One Chancery Court. Judge Divis!nn
Five Circuit Court. Judge Division Two General Sessions
Court, Judge Division Four General Sessions Court, ('on-
stab' -a(-large for City of Memphis, Constable Second Die-
trict and Constable First District.
Polls in all voting precincts of the CO and County will
open at 8:30 .1.M. and close at 7:30 P.M. Central Standard
Time.
The folloo ing officials are appointed to hold the election:
OFFICIALS FOR GENERAL ELECTION, August 2, 1956
WARD I WARD 14-PIRECINCT 1
(Itrielisa lieliod-164 Manisa Lablaya• Colleg•-•111 Wake,
Coats Noliee-
S001964 sad Washington
Firs /Ration No. IS.
Decatur and Faxon
WARD ta-rREciNc7
Leaos School-Cos and Tanis
OFFICER---Lee M. Snowden
JUDGES-J. B. Ferguson. Mrs
' N. W. Booth. Mrs. M. I.,
, Cooper. Mrs. B. W. Horton.'
Tracy Pylet. 1
REGISTRARS Mrs. F I. Mc-
Kee, Mrs. May Durham.
,CLERK- Mrs. Alma Logan.
WARD tii-PRECINCT
PIM Ross. Motor Co.,
2144 St adisos
WARD ti.-PRECINCT I
Argo Cleanen.
1s34 A. Lauderdale
OFFICER- TI. 5 Thrailkill.
JUDGES-Mr. Zeh LoSell
C C. Floyd. Mrs. Pauline
Christenson. Mrs. W' T.
Franklin. Mrs. as. H. Ross.
REGISTRARS Mr*. D. 5
Thrailkill. Mrs. Marguerite
('nosier.
CLERK Mrs .1no Hardy
WARD Ss-PRECINCT 1
WARD 40-PRECINCT
011entine School.
1682 Vollintino
OFFICER Eddie C. INo ie
JUDG ES Louis Donais Has-
mood Wilhamson, Herold Oa-
sis. Chas. A Mole Jr . Timid
• F Lialsky. C. E. Barentine,
REGISTRARS Airs. r; 1,
Brooks Si , Mrs. Lou Ratan.
WARD 41-PRECINC1'
Bomar', tser‘ire Station.
1034 Chelsea
ARD 4s-rfirciNcr
Lions' Den. 671 Semmes
twricER A. B. Rickeits.
JI*DGES-C. XV. Hubbard, A .T
Luckeit, James Wells, w
E. Monteomery. James W.
Adams. R. J. Habern. .1. S.
Franklin .1r
REGISTRARS Mrs W C. Cur-
tis, Mrs, Ilidet Braid
WARD -15-PRECINcT s
Fire Station No. 111. 3416 Southern
XRD 5I-PRECINCT
Cantelli School. Lane and Ayers
OFFICER Haney Yaffe,
JUDGES John Gilbert. Mrs. .1.
C. Gardner, Cliailes Ta1eI,
Mrs. Charles Franklin
REGISTRARS Mrs. Sula Card.
all. Mrs. Harvey Yaffe*.
CLERK - -Mrs. W. G. Cary.
WARD SI PRECINCT t
J. H. Parish rainier.
1083 Galtoo as
OFFICER.-M. R Barinti OFFICER-Mr. Ackiee Manley. OFFICER-Lee Karnowsky. orncER Sam Stephenson Sr. Florida At. School-1560 Florida OFFICER Mr. R. 0. Russell OFFICER Georee Hollev. OFFICER John Moilet
JUDGES-Mrs. Louie* itlood.,JUDGIES-Mrs. T. L. Green, Mr JUDGES- Mrs, .1. T. FrazierSJICDGE.S -Wallace Lopez. Wm. OFFICER- S. L. f.ansley JUDGES Mrs K. M. Bet-011111. JUDGES Mrs. Henry Froman Jurkirs_ H. F. Head. A G.
J. 
W. j°hillicm' Mr' C. C. D°IPh ark. " C. Calhoun. 1 F. Wattam. R. Hale MoseleSS JUDGES -Willie Streeter. Vic* Mts, James Lambert. Mrs It John Ashworth, John Sniffle. Rrignole. Henry V. 0 Nell.Meadosett. Mrs. H. V. Barri- Mrs. Earl smith. Mrs. James' Wm. Demuth, J. D. Marks. ginta Tatum May
Scott. Mrs. Clarence Davis. 1 lienry Weiss. 
Francis M Slellionin. Sire. I.. I:. Ras- Mis. Mule Mote. .1. B. Cei- Mrs. Mary Fredrick.
ski.nr.,m4-5a•i.(to;c7i(`;e011,.(gne'PINYt. (1-1,17,... R;GeiiT131triAlviets}:;li‘vii-s. t ;eorge llol- MIA A. Suninierfield.
son. , i .." ell,. Lowie Rivi.. REGISTRARS -Airs. B. F. Head.
REGISTRARS -- Mrs. Mildred REGISTRARS -- Mrs. Mamie SEGIsTs kits 'Sirs 'Margaret REGISTRARS Edith Scruggs.'
Jennings, Mrs. °shelf* M. Eu- Thurman, Mrs. Ben Wasson. 1 Patty. Mrs. Henry Ran•linson . Alberta Sind,. die Jr. ley, Itlrs. Bruce Ely. CLERK Charles Meehan.
Otto }tippet John Flynn, Henry
Kressenberg.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. W. F. Wea-
rier, Mrs. Clays Read.
CLERK-Josephine Yates.
WARD 4
Memphis Salvage-1114 Monroe
OFFICER-Geo. R. Gore.
JUDGES-Albert Barraseo, Was
Mae Jordan.
KEGISTRARa - Mims Alma
Franks. Miss Alma Perry.
CLERK-Clarence Harwell,
WARD $
Real* St. Auditorium
393 Real.
OFFICER-Robert Bowen.
J'UDGES-Ozelle Mason, Percy
Crone. Otto Lee, Felix West.
M. C. Weggino.
REGISTRARS-Alma Coleman,
Amelia Threatt.
WARD
Fire Station No. 2-474 S. Main
OFFICER- R. L. Whitten.
JUDGES-Harry Bauer, R. A.
Shepherd.
REGISTRARS --Peter Demetrat.
Mrs. Roselyn Woodmanset.
CLERK-Mrs. B. L. Wilhite.
WARD '-PRECINCT I
Labor Temple-41$3 Reale
OFFICER-Robert F. Moran.
JUDGES-Rear Admiral G. R
Phelan. A. F. Fostee. Eugene
Gaia. Stephen Phelan.
REGISTRAR - Mrs. Eugene
Gala.
CLERK-Victor Cobb.
, WARD 7-PREC1NCT I
S. A. Owens Jr. College
SST 'Vance
OFFICER- Mrs. G. Biram.
JI'DGES-Mrs. K. Sexton. Mrs.
NI. L. Taylor, Will Purdy.
Francis Hall.
REGISTRARS Mrs. C. Taylor,
Nil.. V. 0. Westley.
CLERK--Mrs. L. Price.
WARD S-PRECINCT I
Wade's Grocery-
Alabama and High
OFFICER--John .T. Abraham.
JUDGES-Marsden D. Mitchell.
Mrs. Ruby Banks. Mrs. James
Walden. Mrs. Mildred Whitely.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Marguerite
Harmon, Mrs. Josephine an-
sone.
WARD 6-PRECINCT 3
Merrill School-303 Jones
OFFICER- Paul K. But( her.
suporss-W. H. Hogan. Dan
Shefsky. Mrs. Bessie Fanrher.
Mts. Mary Simi. Mrs. Ethel
Clenney.
R EGISTRAR-Mrs. Helen Wil-
ley.
CLERK-Mrs. C. W. Harwood.
WARD 9-PRECINCT 1
OFFICER- John H. Riser.
JII/GES-John W. Waters. Della
Edwards, Harry Camp. H. L.
Bingham. Charles Maxey,
REGISTRARS -- Mary Denegri.
Patricia Denegri.
WARD ..--PRECINCT
American Snuff 0o.-Front and
OFFICER- Mr. .T. A. Martin.
JUDGES-Mrs. M. J. Timbs Sr..
Mr. Robert D. Sage. 3Ire.
C;eorgia Niquee. Edna Eisert.
bank
outsta -- Mae Edith Jamie . WARD 21-PREL'INCT I van. WARD 3.3--PRECIN(T I Vallee. Mrs A L. Fan, her. SI. John's F:piscopal Church,Cooper,
WASID II
University Club (Tarn -1144
Central.
OFFICER- Jas. Lancaster.
JUDGES-Fred Jonas, Andrew
K. Jobe, .t. Thos. Welltord Jr..
Wm. G. C,osten. Sam Pharr.
REGJSTRARS-Mrs. A. P. Redd,
Mrs. Lester Green.
WARD 1I-PRECINCT 1
Idiewild School-INS Linden
OFFICER-Chalmers Cullins
JUDGES- Lawrence Mason. Et-le
Elrod, John 31. Fox. F. W.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. S. Sulli-
van. Mrs. Neil Gandy.
CLERK-Mrs. Adelaide McKin-
ney.
WARD 111-PRECINCT I
Gracia St. Luke's Church-1U
Lemaster.
OFFICER - W. A. ArmstrOng.
JUDGES-Mr. .1, T Merrin. Mrs.
W. H. Smythe, T. W. Billions,1
Mrs. Melvin Furchgott, Mr.,
H. A. Wilmot. 3trs. .1ohn
Spence. Steve Dent, Mrs. Bob
Carpenter.
REGISTRAR-Mrs. J. T. Met--
rm.
WARD 16-PRECINCT 3
Crump Stadium-Clecelatid $t.
OFFICER--W. H'. Fisher Jr.
JUDGES-Wm. J. Ling. Ramsey
Wall, L. Harry Lanahan, Ar-
thur Seelbinder. M. L. Martin.
Tom Swan, Herbert Moriarityl
Sr.. Sidney W. Genetic, Mrs.
Preston Rattle.
REGISTRAR-F. 0. Cullins.
CLERK-Mrs. L. H. Askeis,
WARD 17-PRECINCT
Simmons Auto Repair.
10011 Madison
OFFICER- .1. Thos. Douglas.
JUDGES-Mrs. E. W. Ledbetter,i
Mrs. Roselle Shea. John Wade.1
Mrs. Jack Griffith, Mrs. J. T.
Douglas.
REGISTRAR-Mrs. Ban Tyler.
CLERK-Mrs. Marjorie B. Nan-
WARD 17-PRECINCT
ney.
Catholic HI. School. 57 N. McLean,
OFFICER-J. Raymond Brady.
JUDGES - - Mrs, .1. Raymond
Brady. Mrs. Mary Cameron,1
Mrs Wm. T. Bowling. Mr. A.
P. Vandergrift, Mrs. Irma In-
Dave Welts Comusualty Ossikit.
Ayers sad Chelsea
OFFICER-Mrs. C. K. Fisher.
JUDGES---Mr. Alex Meyer. Mrs.
Chas. Howl Jr.. Mrs. George
Ashton, Mrs. Ruth Garrison.
Mrs. R. 0. Walker. Mrs. M. E.
Sims. Mrs. Joel T. Frazier-
REGISTRARS-Mrs. G. B. Mo-
nt, Mrs. Gladys Simpson.
WARD II-PRECINCT
Sol Sitankmasi's Appliance Co..
131S Jackson
OFFICER-Arthur Gemignani.
JUDGES -. Mrs. Katie Smith.
tVed S. Starkey. Mrs. Hazel
Walker. Mrs. V. T. Finch, Mrs.
Fred S. Starkey, Mrs. Sol
Shankman. Mr. A. B. Boykin.
REGISTRARS- Mrs. Outlet T.
Wadlington, Mrs. Julia Kin-
sella
WaRD .40
ara.nt Store-151 N. Sixth
OFFICFR- Phil G. Krause,
JUDCES 0 ' I.. L •. 1.
R. Moser. Otho Hines. A.
Shears, W. A. Bramlen.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Mildred
Warren, Mrs. H. 0. Bishop.
WARD 25-Preoiact 1
Testing Station,
Washington and High
OFFICER- R. B. Jordan.
JUDGES-Tom 'Martin. Robert
&tidy. E F. Mittman.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. S. P. John-
son. Mrs. Dorothy Niper.
WARD II-PRECINCT
Vacant Store.
14 N. Manassas
mencER- Herbert Each.
4UDGES---0. N. Hammond. Mrs.
W. R. Turner. Miss Barbara
Dudley.
REGISTRARS- Mrs. Lucille An-
drews. Miss Vera Dudley .
WARD .14
Fire Station No. IL
lilt S. Parkway W.
OMCER-- E. H. Wender.
JUDGES-A. T. Morris. Ike
Cook. J. IV. Davis. Ernest No-
len, Mrs. J. W. Davis Jr., Mrs.
famine i' gu
REGISTRARS-Mrs. E. J. Miles.
Sonia Parsons.
CLERK-Harold Weis.
%ARO 13-PRIECIN(T 1
man. Mrs. George Ailken. Leirdenialw School,
,REGISTRAR--Mrs. H. P. Jonas. 993 Lauderdale
-
CLERK-Miss Anne Dunnivant. OFFICER-Perry Qu nn.
I WARD 17-PRECINCT a JUDGES-Mrs. Fred Stanfield,
Grant School-500 N• Seventh , Memphis Park Commission Mrs. Jos. Kaufman. chaises
Office-1441 Court Lynch. Mrs. Fed Turnei. Mrs.
OFFICER-Leon T. Il'hitten. Bennett. Mrs. Marie
JUDGES-- Airs. Grace Fischer. Kinsade.
Hugh Magevney. Mrs. Steve REGISTRARS -Alm Clars Fsi-
Fransioli. Morris Leviton. Mrs., wards. Mrs. Rebie FOrten-
C. A. Breckenridge. Graham berry.
hoot-c. ,CLERK-Walter Cooper. 
,
REGISTRARS-Mrs. A. IT. Hest.'
. , WARD 2S-PRECINCT I
: miss. MI ft. Fi ank . .Keel. aim' i St. Thomas School-U4 Trigg
'CLERK-Mr- Raymond Selph
, WARD IS-PRECINCT t
%scant Store-
, 'Soong and Cooper
OFFICER-D. L. Johnson
JUDGES-Mrs. F. M. 31cCalia.
F. F. o rs. It. .1, • n-
,
ston. Chas IV. Kinsey. Inc Fer-
guson. E. S Jenkins. 3Irs J. A.
Wintiet.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. R M. Pe-
terson, Miss Inez Setae..
CLERK-31re. Hattie Surratt.
WARD 19-PRECINCT I
; Orange Mound Swimming Pool.
177e C 
OFFICER .1. A. Shapples-
'ilI'DGES--(;. W. It y nne . .1. If
Mahannah. Thos. R. Stills. D.
1 .1. Peeples. Florence Childers,
' Rev. Victor Willisins.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Lucille
Raney, Frences Gordon.
CLERK -Mrs. P. E. Devoto.
Peabody Community Center.
WARD Se
S Central and Tanitlewood
OFFICER- Joseph J. eenev.
JUDGES --Stn. J.
Lu'd.Kingsley Sr.. James It.
Youager, Fraser Ay lesworth.
}Simard J. Lawler. M. IV. Al-
t is. E. D. Brandon Sr.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Mary Die-
ter Kingsley, Miss Virginia
Phelan.
WARD SI-PRECINCT 1
Peabody School-ISM Young
•
OFFICER-- Mr. Harry A. Jonas.
1 , •
. I . . spe
REGISTRARS-Mis. .1. A. Mar-
tin, Mrs. Rosemary Griffin.
WARD 11-PRECINCT I
Locke School-688 St. Paul
OFFICER-Jno. Tyler.
JUDGES-Van 31artin.
Trigg, Mary Tyler. Jessie
Moreland.
REGISTRARS- Willie .B. Hamp-
ton. Laipbert On ens. .
CLERK-Car) Russell.
WARD fl-PRECINCT I
Foote Homes Community Center.
57S Mississippi
OFFICER-Paul R. Giannini.
JUDGES-Chester Cade Sr.. Ma-
rco Redwood, Thelma Elton.
REGISTRARS - Frank Davis,
Tithe Rucker.
CLERK-Eddie Taylor.
WARD It
Wisconsin School-176 W160011411
OFFICER-A. J. Volmer.
JUDGES- Mrs. . eke s eine.
Mrs. Melvin Weirick. Mrs.
Geo. Rieben. Mrs. Justin Reed.
Mrs. Roy McCracken.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Lucille Lef-
ler, Mrs. Nell Valmer.
WARD 13-PRECINCT 1
Railroad YMCA-0.0 S. Third
OFFICER-V. B. Cox.
JUDGES-Mrs. V. B. Cox. Mrs.
J. C. Perkins. Mrs. Ann Luther,
Mrs. Eva. Benedict.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. N. A. Cook,
Mrs. .1. C. 31cHughee.
CLERK-Mrs. Joe Herr.
WARD HI-PRECINCT 2
Fire Station No. 14,
378 E. McLemore
OFFICER- Doyle Taylor.
JUDGES-- D. IV. Vanciner, s.
C. P. Cox. C. It. Ross. Mrs.
E. P. Bridges. Guy Spain.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. C. K. Mil-
ler, Mrs. H. 0. Stanfield.
WARD 13-PRECINCT 3
A. B. Rill School-1372 Lathan,
-
OFFICER-L. F. Simpson.
JUDGES-Mrs. C. C. McLellan,
Thomas F. Ragsdale, Mrs. J.
13 Hogan.
REGISTRARS-- Mre. E. B. Hitt,
Ms. A. E. Elliott.
CLERK-Miss Dorothy Cross.
OFFICER-Orville Flack.4
: Model Cleaners-IOU Linde* OFFICER-George W. 'Trafford
OFFICER-O. B. Winston. ' Jr.
JUDGES-31re. Shirley Smith, JUDGES - Mrs. Evelyn Linder-
Mrs. Chas. Arnold. Mts. W. IL man. Mrs. Harrison Johnson.
Farmer. Mrs. Wayne Penrose Mr. Char left Rittelmes,-er. Mrs.'
John Dolhi.REG1STRARS-Mrs. Albert Mal-
REGISTRARS-Mrs. L. H. Ba-lmy Sr., Mrs. J. C. Fontaine. bin. NIrs. Flem Williams.
. CLERK-Mrs. D. Campodonico.WARD 18-PRECINCT
Seven-Up Bottling Co., 888 Linden
OFFICER-H, Y. Clarke. 
.
1137 Cumming*
Cummings Sehool,iJUDGES-F. M. Holder. 3It's
1 Henry F. Kelleher. Arthur
OFFICER-E. Griffin.Churchill,
'REGISTRARS-Mrs. F. Y. De-JUDGES-Mr. C. Fritz. .1. D.
McBride. Mrs. Guy Roberts.muth Mrs. A. K. Riskes.
CLERK-Mrs. F. Dowdy. Carl Gurley. Mrs. Pete V.
, York.
WARD is REGISTRARS -Mrs. Joe Smith.
i Hodges Field-Jefferson and mil. C. P. James.
Waldrant WARD 16-PRECINCT 3
OFFICER-Ed. T. Kirk
JUDGES-Chris Houston. Mrs.
IT. T. Davis. Katherine L.
Thompson. Mrs. John Arnold,
Mrs. L. T. McDonald, Mrs.
, Willie L. Rehmel.
1REGISTRARS-Mrs. S. B. Har-
ris. Mrs. Vivian Wood.
WARD 20-PRECINCT 1
Church of Christ
101t E. AlcLemore •
OFFICER-L. L. Hendrick.
'JUDGES-Mrs. R. IT. Timonus.
Mrs. Florence 'Turner, Mrs.
Mary Federecci. Mrs. J. 31.
Farmer, Mrs. Geo. Stryker,i
Mrs. J. M. Morgan.
REGISTRARS-Mrs, '1'. M. Slat-
Memphis Conservator,' of Music. tety, Miss Helen Newton.
1822 Overton Park CLERK-Mrs. D. W. Hale.
N  
WARD 17-PRECINCT
JUDGES-Elizabeth Byrne. his.
.11 Chymia Temple-V:57 Poplar G. T. Gibson, Olemer Ayres
OFFICER- John Edo ards. Sr.. Mrs. H. F. Shown.
JUDGES- -N. C. Edwards, Harry uts mid .e.d A
' Masher. Ralph Dickson. C. Mrs. J. A. Griffin. 
. •
W Vernor. W. H. Monsarrst.
• . • . .
Miss Corinna Poole. Mr. Clyde
Ilasden, Mrs. Alts Nitnney.
lilr. Trasis H. Howell, Mrs. W.
I.. Wal-d. -
REGISTRARS-Mrs. F. Mc-
Carver. Sirs. LaRue E. Hart.
CLERK-Mrs. D. I,. Roeirs.
WARD 3I-PRECINCT I
Guaranty Plumbing Ca..
lilt Lamar
OFFICER--Richard T. Poole.
.1UDGES-Mrs. Walter Ellis.
Mrs. 1.Y. T. Bartholomew. Mrs.
Jack Jackson. Mrs. Taylor
Bertschi. Mrs. Fred Tutor.
Mrs. If. 0. Totty.
REGISTRARS- Mrs. John Mitch-
ell. 3Irs. Adolph Richter.
CLERK- Mrs. C. C. Campbell.
WARD 31-PRECINCT 3
Oak Park "1-.
Willett and Foster
1FFICER John Locclirc,,
DGES- Mrs. R. F. Lrit, 'ids.
Mrs. Harry Geseis W..1. Rabh
, Jr.. P. P. Hall. 311-s. Hugh
' Jones
REG1STR IRS Mrs. Victoria
Driver. :re. Geo. R. Jones.
CLERK \obit Ingriss.
l WARD 31-PRECINCT 4
, Crippled Caildren's Hospital.
'009 I
OFFICER-.W. R. Donigan.
JUDGES - Barry A. Shelton,
Hemy Ississupts ,I. J. Heifer-
nan, 31.-s. R. I.. /Vele. Mi... T.
David Tomlinson, Nolan Fon-
taine.
REGISTR IRS- Mr5. .1 E. Stett-
ars Mt ,. Russell Peete.
ou-Ak _ Av. Neal ell.
1 WARD fl-PRECINCT 1
CLERK-Vivian McNulty. 1REGISTRARS, -... '
Crockett. 311-s. Lynn Dowdy. WARD 1S-PRECINCT 3
, WARD 18-PRECINCT I South Side School-647 Richmond
CLERK-Mrs. Carolyn Moore.
TARn
OFFICER- Karl .Pollard. WARD 27-PRECINCT I
CLERK-Mrs. Frances O'Sulli-
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Lucille, Jessie Friends Sr., Jas. L. A. It Watkins.
Henry, Mrs. Grace McLain. Person, WS P. Johnson. REGISTRARS - Mrs, W.
CLERK-Mrs. Velma Zderad. REGISTRARS-Nellie Johnson, Jack,. Mrs. I. R. Phillips.
WARD 20-PRECINCT I
Mrs. E. liforetta. CLERK-Alice Midgett
Stonewall Lodge
CLERK-Mrs. R. H. Clattiorthy.
1383 Overton Park ' WARD 27-PRECINCT I !
OFFICER-George J. Cissel. Fire Station No. S.
JUDGES - Arthur Schoembs, 924 Thomas
Austin C. Frame, Miss Mary OFFICER-R. M. Loughridge.
O'Leary. t . W. Shouse, Mrs. JUDGES-A. E. Fisher. L. J.
H. D. Bird, Mrs. Mildred Con- Doty Jr., Douglas Curlin, E. J.
tello, Mrs. Charles C. Graves, Cox.
Mrs. D. E. Baker, F. F. Grire. REGISTRARS Mrs. Mary Mc-
R EGlATR ARA Mrs. Clara Annaly. Mrs. 'i hei asa Cover. I
i Smith. Mrs. Rose CiSael. ICLERK-Mrs. Russell Parks.
Lamar Terrace-1111 Lamar
OFFICER-Georg. A. Scholl,
JUDGES-N'eal Tidwell, R. C.
Allen. Leonard Biggs, Mrs. ('
.1. Kw rus. Mrs. W. B. Cep-
' hi..
REGISTRARS-311-s. 1.elah Bal-
ker, Mrs. Clyde Hughey. ,
BARD 32-PRECINCT
Bauer Auto Parts-614 Walnut
OFFICER-C. E. Fowler.
JUDGES-E. J. Adcock, D. R.
Ilenburn Mr
REG' sTRARS-Mrs. B. C. Be,-
ty. Nirs. D. A. Fite.
CLERK-Mrs. Joe Powell.
WARD U-PRECINCT 1
Crump Auto Supply Co.,
"433 Broad
OFEICER-11.fike Gavin.
JUDGES-Mrs. Mike in. J.
Diffley. 0, C. Gillett. John
A. Stalin. Mrs. Dale Bentley.
IVGISTRARS -- Mrs. W. F
Wade, Mrs. E. Sanders.
CLERK-Mrs. A. G. Black.
WARD U-PRECINCT
Browns Merehantile. 133.1 Broad
OFFICER-Charles McKee.
JUDGES Fred CI I in, Ben
McDonald, E. T. Hodges, 0. S.
Smith Jr
REGISTRARS-Mrs. L. 0, Kirk-
lind, Mrs. Harry Finch.
CLERK-Mrs. W. H. Ainsworth.
Engloberg's Grocery ! WARD 41-PRECIN(T
HIS halms Sarno Hirsch Synaaogne,
'OFFICER Louis Dcnle. i Vollintin•
JUDGES -Joseph B. Lesens. Al- OFFICER- Fred Gets.
bort Peden. Frank P. bow, Junt.arn C W. Balton Rotten
Mrs. I. r. Ps ler. Sirs. Ruth N. Brannon. T. Ingo. 31
M. MOIT1S. Mrs. Frank P. Ostrot e
Zencir. IW .1STRAR* Nlis. t;cri Sles-
REGISTRARS sir.. w. Lets. terrnan. MI'S. Frnbert Plenty.
is, Mrs. Fred Masterman. CLERK Mrs. Ray Blackburn.
CI P'RK .Tack Csld s 11 WARD 41 PRECINCT I
WARD 341-PRECINCT Hollowell', Set-tire Stating.
Snowden School. 14-10 Chelsea
IMO N. Parkway ()FEWER II. D. Bomar.
OFFICER G. IS Jumirs - Airs. G. Heflin.
JUDGEs Mis. A. A. 'Brugge Sins George Ilairss Mis Ann
Mr. Charlie Nichol, Mrs. I.: B. Neu ion, Nils. Betty Moi .
Ramsey. Mr. Thos. Edw. Btu- REGISTIC ARS Mrs. Joe Rinolds
, kis, sirs ,t W. Owens. Mrs ' Nils Flovd Blackwell,
Bessie Hat-tell CLERK Mrs. 'set is Porter.
REGISTRARn- Mrs T. A. Tuts WARD 42-PRECINCT
not . Slise Lucille Collins.
.a.ERIs 311s. A. A. Bruce, - 14°11311"4 841to°1' 13" ""1111
WARD 36-PRECIN(T I
!Sahib's Jeoelry Co..
1434 Jackson
OIFICER •-f's I.. Williamson Rill 31asoner.
JI DGES - rei cy 1.. Roberts .11' . REGISTRARS Mrs. Julius
Ed 31. Foley. Albert C. GrOSS. 133 rd. Mrs. :k1 RI.% in noit lea.
Rov Stone. John Gert. lier- comm. Mrs. Paul ss
bert .1. Weir, Jake PrincirC. WARD 43-PRECINCT 1
REGISTRARS -- Ethel Harris
• Firs Station No. 13, 3164 JacksonMrs. P. B. Feebler
CLERK-311-s. John Gets OFTICER- George Wallter,
WARD se,_pRe-Asimsi. ,JUDGES-Joe Jolet. J. H. Fly-.
Richard Hansen, Kenneth Flits.
. Vacant Residence. IsS9 Jackson Mrs. E. H. Gafford. John
OFFICER. s
.a
Vanes
.ounc,,Es -.18,-k Flint 1:. Albert REGISTRARS M mary Goldsith.
Chandler, .1. R Aciax Inn Mrs. Nancy Hansen. 
Robinson Geo. .1. Brannon.
Victor Agee. 
WARD 43-PRECIN(T
. P. it, n.
--11* Paul Flynn °FFierRREGISTRARS
JUDGES-W. B. Com-S, MI s• H1 
Ni'-Pherson, Nils. John P.CLERK - D. G. Ringet
WARD 27-PRIMINCT
CLF.RK --F:iiz. Smith REGISTRARS Mrs W. Fi WARD 45-PRECINCT 4
i)lsFICER W. 8, Baia-on Si
.tuncEs- w. B Waikins, .1 T
('rips. William um Si. mi..
Katherine Nen hj. A. P Qualls.
liatlICOtk. Mrs. W. R. Cinn'y
REGISTRARS lilt s. W. M.
Moffatt • Service Station, Clement, Mrs A. K Siarling
1973 Summer CLERK - Mrs. V. A. Lloyd.
OFFICER - F Long. WARD 42-PRECINCT 3
,JUDGES--Mrs. O. r.. 13, nv, n Douglas School, 3200 Mt. Olive
I _Robert Marchetti. Fred VP11a.
OFFICER-David L. Edmond.
1 • • -
REGISTRARS -- Mrs. Marshall. JUDGES --Annie M. Jordan, Mar-
! Southern. Mrs. P. G. Sweet. I tha Gladness Odessa Dickene,
CLERK-Marie Long. 1 Elnora Neely, Henry Nickols.
RF:GISTRARS - - Francis ks,
WARD 31-PRECINCT Verde Allen.
Myers Sale, Co.-1115 Scott CLERK Laura Tstis.
OFFICER -Robert Marshall. • WARD 44-PRECINCT 1
,JUDGES- -Mrs. Genres. !'11. CA H Aigh Point Terrace rcade,
Sire. Earl Monism'. T. L. High Point and PhIlwesa
OFFICER .1. P. Houston.
JUDGE:3- F. C. Billine-ley , Mrs.
F. • : g, 'd
Mrs W. E. Hamm°, ;,.
Res110.0, Leonard Shea ILI? IA
Peeler.
RF:613711ARS Slre. C. D.
, Faxes. Mrs. T:1.. Peeler.
CLERK --Ars. May I.. a.ar..hall
WARD 3A-PRECIMT 1
Graham000d School.
Summer and Graham
OFFICER W. R. fleshes I.
JUDGER-Mr :kiou-s. R. A Ne:-.
A. Ellis. E. Canada. Mrs
Marlarel Herndon, Mu.. Doug-
las Cooper. Mrs. J. M. Farmer.
REGISTRARS - Mr-: A. B.
Gi pen. e an .. iiCut es.
WARD 3S-PRECIN(T 1
Highland Heights Presioterian
Church-Sue Summer
OFFICER-L. A. N1rCune.
JUDGES - - Clarence Iscs esieis
Mrs. 1. Y. Finley. AirF. Rohs
O'Brien. 31,-.'s Pal ry Sharp
Sire. S McCalla, Mrs. C. P.
Anderson.
REGISTRAR -Mrs. Portie Cox.
CLERK-Mrs. G. N. Lalitte.
WARD 3S-PRECIN(T 3
OFFICER- - Mr. K. A. M :Ssetters
JUDGES-Mrs. IV. E. Cooper.
Mrs_ M. F. Cro:;:no. Mrs. Joe
Hardesty. Mrs. XV. G. Itoberts.
E 
."
RGIS -TRARSMrs. Waiter Jor-
dan, Mrs. S. E. Rickman.
CLERK-- Mrs. R. C., Trasswirk.
WARD 36-PRECINCT 4
Treadwell School
914 N. Highland
OFFICER-T. IV. Cannon.
JUDGES - C. Kennedy.
311-5. IV. B. Herbert. Mrs. IV.
A. Ruleman, 'AirS. C. M. Ken-,
nedy.
REGIIITRARA --Mrs. 11. H. Flab-
Cintinn.
RSGISTRARS Nils. .1 P. Gib-
:
(LER. It Mrs. Ihrry
4I-PRECINCT
Rrownstione Building.
LS St, Alban'e Fairoay
OFFICER .Tohn Mrs ;oldriek.
;JUDGES- Mrs. Toni IS, Welsh,
Jelin S. Moniedonico. .10111) R
Kinnie, E. a r 1 ' lont•aimery
Niaiirice Mainield. John V
Roll t;scii e B. lisle
312 S. Greer
OFFICER- Roy Freeman
JUDGER Ilarrv Woodhuiy,
Charles Rood, Sit: Robert
Tioftin, Mrs Call Stokes, Pt, h-
ard T White, James Girth-
right . Lao Fence Joseph
REGISTRARS - Mrs He, Ise; t
Landsti eel. Mrs Nisi gavel
Endicott
CLERK- Mrs James G. Chum.
IV %RD MI-PRECINCT 1
Memphis State College
Patterson
OFFICER Dr. R ss bui it John-
,
.111 -00EA -James R Simmons.
Andrew .1 hr et's. 
WilliamIlarnec, Andrey A. McAuley
REGISTRARS Ronald i:isiene-
. said. Benjamin F. alers,
CLERK -C. A. 1Sat is Jr.
WARD 46-PRECINCT I
Hunt's .tiodiance store.
631 S. Highland
OFFIcER P. P. n'ersto
.111)GES 0. n Smith, Mrs. f;
T. Grissom, Mrs. I. .1. Salm-i mei s, Mrs. P. L. Bell, Mrs.11 mine Mori.is.
REGISTRARS lIrs Edith Fel-
ber, Mrs W. F Wens,
CLERK-E. A. Wedaman.
W.S.RD 46-PRECINCT
Roy Scout Hut, 3931 Park Ate.
OFFICER taw t.;
Di.Es .1 Sits It
C. Line, his. Iluea Humph'
SIS T, Pennebaker, 'son Mort-
is
REGISTRARS his .1 R Sal-
ter, Mrs CIssie Wai reit
CLERK his. Maggie Gilliland
tRD 47-PRECINCT 1
I avant Store, 2316 Lamar
oFFIt'ER F:dd rIpsc
Jurmr:s Mrs. Leonetti Peters.
Mts. .1. C. Slarmann, Mrs.
Harold Mitchell, Mrs. Dorothy
1 Walker.
REGISTRARS 311-9. C T. Clan-
ton, Mrs. L. R. John.on.
CLERK 311-s. It'. C. Sottell
WARD 41-PREFINCS 1
'Master Mower, ISIS Lamar
OF'FICER J. C Bien.
JUDCES 31i" Sti a" -
'With; n;11 V Hat aica,.
Mrs Ruble Anderson, S. A.
X an 11,n in
81:1a ;Tr 11Is hIts, hiss r10-
111rlic, 7'11
Cl.s:111. MI Catli^rine
telt,
11'1RD 1:---191S;CINcT S
Rethel Lalletie commesay
Critter, 'sate Isiliese
01-11( -ER 117.bc. t Talley.
•ICIR: ES R. P t,. gi-rr h II
.1no Womick, A .1. Kens.
•Sirs. H. 3ii s. James
Wrestle, list id S Jon' .
. REGIsTRARS Ails Pearl
WelOch. Mrs .1. T. Arnsolose.
REGISTRARS - Mt s, .1,14% E CLERK SIss .1. C. Ilatl^r.
(Janie,. Nits C
, CLERK- - 'Mt S. Robei t P. Ta lor W.ARD
el-. Mrs. .1. R Cotton
CLERK-Mrs. S. M. McKee
WARD 311
Manaseas School.
7111 Firestone
rtElsICER-Israel Pc to'
.1' gliES- Mrs. Mabelle Harvell.
airs. Ed. Best. M. V. Johnson.
Sam H. Lazerow.
REGISTRARS --- Mist Belle
Strauch, Mrs. Oval Arrington.
CLERK-Mrs. Geraldine Chance.,
WARD 40-PRECINCT I
JUDGES-Dr. - r. 1ur .p
WARD 34-PRECINCT 1 
, 
Williams Shade A Awning Co..
Thos. N. Lowry, Randolph.,; Maretta's Grocery, Boy Scout Hut-I573 Gaither 1101 White
Bolling, Airs. Nan Miller, Mrs. 1 711 N. Dunlap OFFICER-Geo, Johnson. OFFICER-- Rit'llard F.dmislon
Helen Newman. Forrest God- OFFICER--I. Ed Foley. JUDGES-Helen Barfield. Kyle JUDGES-.lac. L. Ballard, C. II.
bold, George Douglass. 'JUDGES-Henry Taylor. NIrs. Hasless Mrs. M. B. Swinnes. McGill. Mrs. Geo. Simpson
Mrs, Archie Lou Norman.
If REGISTRARS-311'R. JAS. Fe
miston. Mrs. Denald Poriliam.
CLERK-Mrs. Mary Marsh. '
Walnet Grose Road
Galloway Clubhouse,
OFFICER-George W. Pelson.
Jr.
JUDGES John W. Bain, ROI-
ard G. Holladay, Jack Gold-
sehmidt, J. Edward Johnson.
Jack At'. Kenner, Janics A.
Davis, Mrs. Lloyd Saber.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Nlose Al-
perin, Mrs, J. A. Lass,.
WARD 44-PRECINCT 4
East High School. 3201 Poplar
OFFICER-lark If. Gates.
JUDGES -- Mrs. William f..
Spi-ott, Mrs. Leonard D. Pierot-
ti, Jacob B, Schorr . Wit-
ham C. Bateman, RUs.-^11 Lal-
thaw.
REGISTRARS Nits. Ruby P..
Ward, Mrs. Leonard D. Pier-
olti.
CLERK NIrs. Ruth H.
WARD 41-PRECIN(T 3
'ire Station No. 17, 611 National
OFFICER .lotin H. Whitaker.
JUDGES- Mrs. .1. F. Maddox,
L. 11. Keyuood, Mrs. Chester
McBride Mrs. E. L.. Freeman.
REGISTRARS- NIrs. C. N. Os-
walt, Mrs. Isabelle Watson.
CLERK -Mos. Ella (',add.
WARD IS-PRECINCT 1
Pink Palace Chickasaw Gardens
OFFICER • -Fred Burmei
JUDGES-Fred Bauer Jr
ciS S. Chamberlin,
Rudy, W. 0. Gordon,
\Whine, J. II, Monk.
Morley Sr., Joe Kane.
:GISTR IRS - Helen
Molly McCord
.CLERK-hit's. Neely Gr
Hamilton School. 1178 Wilton
WARD 32-PRECINCT 1
Springdale School,
Ue N. Hollywood
OFFICER f ;ordon [Sobel loin.
JUDGF:sE Mrs. Charles C. Hands
ly. At thur 1. Cos, Hermon
t k CI If "
. . .
Richard C Laneford,
REGISTRARS-31rs. It, L. Simp-
son, Mrs ('. P. Voss
CLERK -Mrs. L. E. Alford.
WARD 32-PRECINCT
'dory Baptist Church
511 N. Hollywood
OFFICER .1. B. Mason.
-11 - DtiES NI's. I., P. Vaughn,
alias 1. B Wilhite, Mrs. C. E.
Fan:, II. R Stosall, Mrs. Null
Adams
REGIsTRARA - - Mts. A 0,
Chandler Mrs. N. S Allmon,
CLERK Nits. Eduard Neely,
W %RD St-PRECINCT It
Vacant Store. 3036 Summer
OFFicER Ed Monism
JUDGES Mrs C Holland.
Mrs .lack Berry, Mrs, Helen
Thomas. Mrs. Viola Robinson.
REGISTRARS Mrs. Frank
Mensi. Mrs. Ed Morrison.
:LEAK 
-Mrs. C. C. Collison.
WARD 33-1SRECINCT I
Kingsbury School,
1171 N. Graham
OF'FICER -J. A. Lnrc-,.
•I1*DGE% - Mrs. Lillie nom ,
Nlis. F. F. Morrison, Nils, R.
S. 11 oolfolk. airs, Fiances
NIrs. Jean Turner, Mrs,
MaNine Coats, Mrs. Betty ,1„
REGISTRARS Mrs. Mary R.
tones, Mrs. Hilliard Crests,
CLERK Mrs, Betty Grimes.
W.utro 63- PRECINCT
Welk Station Scheel.
1610 Wells Station Road
OFFICER-• Max Pass
JUDGES - John Liles, H. M.
Pendergrast, his. Joe Birch-
held, Mrs. Doyle Terhoine, Mrs.
Marion Pass, Mrs. Frank E.
Burleson.
•REGISTR.1RS 311-s. C. W. Whit-
man, Mrs. Juanita Turner.
W %RD 31-PRECINCT I
Memphis Boys' Tout n
-1093 Summer
OPEICER A. R. Haines.
-JUDGES Wilk. Hem ('Ii .1 '-s
McGt-lice, F. 11. Liedhcrs, H.
S. Rill. Mrs Mabel 31. Jene
n i nes. Lloy d R, Camp.
REGISTRARS Mrs, John Ment-
..el. Saumsnn,
CLERK Mrs. Joe Bernardini.
IT 1RD 51-PRECINCT
Ciro Station No. It,
Pone!! and Retrial/.
•
.1Upti CS A. 'I', Lankford. 3111-
ton E. ISmard, George A Con-
' : , N • on ,
Nlis AV F -
REGISTRARS Rosernais . s.
Ethel James
11 RD NS
WARD 44--PRECINCT 3 Reeldence, 310 N. Gra;son
'V t- ER .kuhn flnly'rison.
JUDGES Nathaniel Chalnietc,
Frank Kilpatrick. Idella Coop-
er, .1. II. 3IcCaskill. .1. A.
Lor t
Rs:G1STRARS Effie Franklm,
liars' Lindsey.
CLERK--brtle Gaines.
WARD 49-PRECINCT
.111en Pumping Station (Garage),
Deson St,
OFFICER Jack IV. Young.
JUDGES-liarry Simpson, II. E.
Gal reit T. C. llan is, Ch Ares
31. Farley, J. WS Morris, Troy
N Cordetl.
REGISTRARS Slary
Francis Young.
WARD 19 PRECINCT
Fire Station Ne. IS WARD 37
1131 S. Lauderdale l'ira Station No.
Poplar and PerkinsOFFICER SI. D. Dm
JUDGES - Mos 31. D Dina,.
Mrs. Frank Deneison, "Inc.
Ida Cliaddick, Ford Carr. Mrs,
Saiah C. Hardy, Mrs. R L.
Wolf, Mrs. W. H. Da‘ is
REGISTRARS - - Anna ;'•,..s!'.
Jo'.' al Emerson.
WARD 50
llory Heights St
105/I Stielbs
•
ster. JEDGES -3Ire. Ruby Isis e,
.. Fran- Mrs. R. C. Miller, airs. Lau -
E. I. 
renee rellITH. Mrs. T. rt. Stone,Chris
NI; s. O. M. Motion, H. A. Lip-,S. F
sets N E. Sloan.
REGISTRARS- Mrs. Bei lha Lis-
ter, Mrs. .1. K. Stone.
ant Jr. CLERK- Mrs. Dave Teal.
OFFIcEle-Jim Gallott as
JUDGES - - Robert Udelsoihn.
Charles Warr, Guy B Bates,
Hubei t SI. Topper, John A.
Pinkin, I.tither II Pots or .1r
ity(asTRARA - Ruth 11711'1,..
man, Ester Green.
WARD 34
While Station Schots,
314 S. Perkins
OFFICER- R. C. Wade.
JEDGES-- Mrs. Floy Yarbrough,
IS, R. Staples, Louie Bianchi,
Frank Burt Jr., Mrs. .1,
Turner. Lelia M. Danciger.
REGISTRARS Mrs. A Ills
Brooks, NIrs. Lucille Porter.
CLERK NIrs. Della McKenna.
OFFICER C. P Roy et.
JI Patton, Erie S.
Greenttood. Awe] C Petersen.
Mrs W. T. Bottling. Leslie
Ruchman
REGISTRARS Ms, Berry Burt,
Mrs Arne] ( Peterson
CLERK -Mrs. Chailes R. Sher-
man.
WARD 55 PRECINCT' I
Peden's Repair Shop.
972 S. Highland
OFFICER T. F. Islaub.
JUDGES-Ida L. Rape, F. 0,
Balicom. Mrs. P. E. Arnhart,
airs John R. Brooks, Mrs. R.
D . W alk, Da% is (.'Ti-ufrcr
REGISTRARS- Mrs. Robert PIA
ter, Mu-;.1). Turnslism,
CLERK-Mrs S "ices Nelson.
SHELBY COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF ELECTIONS
LEE WINCHESTER, Chaitman
LESTER H. BRENNER, Secretary
PRICE CURD, Member
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Semi-Pro Teams Move
Past Halfway Mark
By ALEXANDER D5LOACH, JR.
Well, hello you baseball fans.
The semi-pro league is just
about at the half point margin.
Washington's Warriors are real-
ly showing class in the first di-
vision and they are on top with
a two game lead. Over in the sec-
ond division the Hardwood Floor-
ing Boys are on top in their di-
vision wit honly a game ahead and
those Dermon Gems are still blast-
ing that ball to remain in first
place in the third division. The
Memphis Rams have managed to
remain ahead in the fourth. .
' Last week at Lincoln Park the
Trogans downed Humko. 12-5. and
Tate Red Sox smatted Ful-O-Pep
12-8. At Orange Mound Park
;Dave Dermon Gems defeated Mal-
lory, 14-5, and Ellendale washed
out South Memphis Chicks, 1-0. At
Klondyke Park the fans saw the
Letter Carriers down Hyde Park,
110-5 and the Hunter FaQ boys de-
feated the Memphis Rams, 11-7.
At Orange Mound Park the Or-
ange Mound Tigers knocked off
Klondyke Athletics 3 to 1, and the
Warriors stopped the Beavers,
1 7-3. At Klondyke Park the TurleyEagles tried hard to hang on to
the West End Stars but lost, 3-1,
• and the Memphis Dodgers beat the
Blues, 11-3. The Magnolia Eagles,
who had been on the bottom of
i every score, fooled the Greys and
won. 5-3.
Drivers Start Arriving
For International Races
the following day, while Hogan
ELKHART, Wis. - (Special)-
The big guns of the auto racing
fraternity already have started
blistering the track in preparation
for the Interntional Road Races
scheduled for Saturday and Sun-
day, Aug. 11 and 12, at the mil-
lion-dollar Road America course
here.
First to show up was the famed
Carl Kiekhaefer-Mercury Outboard
Motor stable with three of its
ace drivers going through unof-
ficial practice paces for the 250-
mile production stock c a r
championship event scheduled for
Sunday, The blue-ribbon lassie is
sponsored by NASCAR and ap-
proved by the FLA. Time trials
and a 100-mile championship for
production stock cars under 3.500
CC displacement are on the Sat-
urday schedule. •
' The Kiekhaefer entourage was
nut in full force with Buck Baker,
Speedy Thompson and Frank Mun-
dy taking turns piloting, a Chry-
sler, a Dodge and a Ford over
the exacting four-mile asphalt lay-
out. Baker currently leads the
NASCAR national point standings
with Thompson fourth. Mundy is
a two-time former AAA national
champ now racing under the NAS-
CAR banner.
Race officials have announced
that practice runs may be sched-
uled by participants on a limited
basis by making advance arrange-
ments with the Road America
office here.. Several factory teams
are expected to make their ap-
pearances shortly.
Internatioal Golf
Opnes In Deauville
DEAUVILLE, France - (INS)
- The International senior g ol f
tournament opened T uesd ay in
Deauville. Players representing
the U. S., Brition, France, Ger-
many, Switzerland and Belgium
were present.
Playing for the U. S. in the
. three-day event will be Col. C. D.
!McAllister tif Winter Garden, Fla.,
Maurice R. Smith of Kansas City,
Mo., Frank E. Jones of Coshoc-
ton, Ohio, Egon F. Quittner of
Rydal, Pa., Frank Edwards of
Spartanburg, S. C., and Walter D.
Peek of New Rochelle, N. Y.
Other players are William T.
Chile contains most of the known
; coal deposits in South America
' Ontario has 74.000 miles of high-
ways, most of it paved, and some
BLESSING • B:.ESSING • BLESSING
Health, Hanotnel.,s 1i A More Suttessful
"Wishing Won't 0,1 Seem; Me %CIL.'
When your love one. turn their back on you.
thee You tim a rne. Don't in. s this God-sent
es an. See me today. Se blessed tomorrow. JP,1113
never tails. Prayer changes thins. Are you
haying troubles or matters you can't con-
trol? Ely all means see fni -• (,•-wl-rnt man Irn-
meatatcy. call today tor 1:,e
Int.
PROPHET COOPER
Telephone cr cr !7: rer,on, No
mall received. I am in the cili.e 7 days a
1831 N. I.:th , 1: Pa.
Phone sTev-r, u
PF,OPHET COOPER
Peek.
LOS A. . Noon 5 P. to '0 1.„ M.
Seventy-Six (76) Years of Pioneering Christian Education
BISHOP COLLEGE
MARSHALL, TEXAS
• A progresssve accredited Christian college will, a functional pro-
gram, the personal touch, and the university mind.
• Offering courses in the Liberal Arts Gad Siences, pre-professional
training in Mus:c, Low, Medicine, Religion and Teacher Edu-
cation.
• Confers the Bachelor of Arts and
the Bachelor of Science degrees.
REGISTRATION FOR FALL SEMESTER BEGINS
Monday, September 10, 1956
Direct Inquiries To
M. K. CURRY, JR., President
"Pet Milk Baby of the Week"
Just one of the rniilions of happy, healthy
Eshics raised on Pet Evaporated Milk.
ELAINE WRIGHT-2 Years Old
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Wright
1333 Breedlove, Memphis, Tenn.
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby c
the Weer Certificate! The proud parents will reec•
$10 wc: of s•-sc-:;cs f,om their favorite grocer
More of America's happy, healthy babies are rais,
on Pet Evaperoted Milk than on any other brand
ENTER YOUR BABY PhOTO TODAY'
It your baby has been fed Pit Evaporated Mite, end is
less Than 3 scars cf 0- It s coupon and send
Photo to:
PET Mr!K COMEAN•, Arcoce i,ag., St. Lows 1, Mo,
SOY'S NAME 
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POUR NAME_ ___
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REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
NOTICE
Thursday, August 2., 1956
Pursuant to the law, Chapter 2, Section 809, Tennessee Code, Annotated, notice is hereby gives oi fie
mary election to be held in the various voting precincts of Shelby County, Tennessee, on Thursday, August 2, 1956, fbi
the purpose of electing two Republican State Executive Committeemen and two Republican State Executive Cotnmie.
teewomen for the Ninth Congressional District of Tennessee; a candidate for the House of Representatives of the
United States; electing eight candidates for the House of Representatives of the State of TCR/14181111. and electing
three candidates for the Senate of the State of Tennessee.
Said election will be open in the various precincts as officially designated by the Shelby County Election Combi.
sloners from 8:30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M., and the following officials are appointed to hold said election.
In the absence of officials as hereinafter designated, the Republican voters of precincts or wards will have a right
to fill such a vacancy under the law.
ATTENTION IS CALLED TO ALL QUALIFIED REPUBLICAN VOTERS OF SHELBY COUNTY, TENNIgii-
SEE, THAT UNDER CHAPTER 2, SECTION 203 (-1) OF THE TENNESSEE CODE ANNOTATED, WHICH IS Ag
FOLLOWS:
"IF. FROM ANY CAUSE, SHOULD THERE BE A FAILURE TO HOLD AN ELECTION PRIMARY og_
FINAL, IN ANY CIVIL DISTRICT, WARD OR PRECINCT, THE VOTERS THEREOF MAY VOTE IN ANV
OTHER CIVIL DISTRICT, WARD OR PRECINCT IN THEIR COUNTY OR TOWN FOR STATE OR COUNTY
OFFICES."
The Judges herein designated shall perform all clerical work and other duties as required by the election iaws
of the State of Tennessee. THE OFFICER OF EACH PRECINCT IS REQUESTED TO COME TO THE PRIMARY
ELECTION OFFICE IN B.I`TMENT OF COURTHOUSE, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1, 1956, TO RECEIVE ELEC-
TION SUPPLIES, ETC. e
SHELBY COUNTY REPUBLICAN PRIMARY BOARD
W. L Aste, Chairman
William C. Irons, •
Keith M. Spurriev,-*
Norman Blake,
Mr& Lola Lee, SectelasT
WARD 2 I WARD 13 WARD 111-PRECINCT 1 I WARD 36-PRECINCT 1 WARD 4$-PRECINCT 2 i WARD 61
OFFICE/I-Wilson Banks. 1OFFICLK-Mrs. Glenn Liavion. jOFFICER-Mrs. Geo. Newell.
!JUDGES - James WiliceeJJUDGES--Dr. L. R. 
leitzgetald,BFFICER-Rey, H. C. Foster.
Charles Robinson, Mrs. Louisei Mr. G. Miles, Mrs. Lewis 
JUDGES-Mrs. Inez Glenn, Alta.! WARD 36-PRECINCT I
Francis Giddens, Mrs. MableDFFICER-Mrs. Ruth Trimble.
1 JU
WARD 41-PRIONON I WARD asM. Wilkes. 1 WIRD le-PRECINCT I 
Harris, Mrs. Beatrice Bowen. DOE-Mrs, R. Kelpatrige,
Julian Davis.
Banks, Mrs. D. Robinson, Sirs. Sparks.
WARD 4 OFFICER-Mrs. Ralph Walker. WARD 27 
I WARD 36-PRECINCT 3
OFFICER-S. S. /lushes.
WARD ellOFFICER-Louis Green. ! JUDGE-Mr. Ralph Walker. 
,OFP10ER-Mrs. R. Parks.
JVDOE-N. P. Williams, 
OFFICER-J. Si. Bade Jr.
!JUDGES - Airs. E. Johnson, 
OFFICER-Mrs. H. E. Rogers 1 W.1RD 36-PRECINCT 4
OUR& WARD 1a 
l
,OFFICER-Mrs. J. .f. Martin.Mrs. B. Al. Smith. Mrs. A. WARD 16-PRECINCT 2 ' RD 27 -PRECINCT I i
;OFFICER -Mrs. B. C. Collins.
AL Thomas, B. 'I'. Brocks. Alm. OFFICER-Mr. J. B. James. OFFICER-Charles Crawford, 
WARD 30 
. OPIICIIR-Rev. R. D. Chat/
WARD IROVER_ ER • - Rev . A.. . Dav la. mew
Gertrude Branch. JUDGES-Miss Eleanor Clarke, .JUDGES-hirs. Amanda Brox- mee.!OFFICEIE-Mre. R. R. Forth.
Mrs. C. W. Montgomery Jr. ton, Mrs. Roca Lee Cooper. JUDGRS-i'la T. Witham*. 
Mrs
 .111D0R.--NOL Rasa MO/.
WARD a 011ie Collins, Mrs. Carrie
rimBernisvh°. iCtra, Ntroh."'malirs.sLart n:MiltntrlY-ir? yMd.rs.Peatalltarth, ' la. Tb to -.WARD 16-PRECINCT I 
John Register, Mrs. Artie G.
BUDGES - Otto Lee, John Do. OFFICE1R-Mr. Leo Buchagnani. 
Nelson, hirs. Amelia Vi'hitlow. Ilatcheth Mrs. Ellen Johnson,
ley, Cicerr Frund.
tOFFICER-Curtis Johnson. 
vone, Mrs. C. Bruise.
WARD 16-PRECINCT 1 
Mrs. Nannte Dickson.
Ingram, Airs. G. AL Young.  
JUDGE-Mrs. 
— 
------s---" OFFICER-U. A. Burgess.
WARD 17-pREaser 1 JUDGES-Mrs. Daisey Burps-. OFFICER--Jalls2 s Daanflivicasystitre.
WARD 44-PRSCIENCT Imu. Elmer Johnson, Mrs. G. 
 
Leo lassahacm ;In
J C. Skipworrh. Rich ard JuDGIN—w• k--
Mary Gray, Mrs. Lucille Prim.
Mrs. Chester A. Druglan, Mrs.
Carrillo Scott.
WARD II
OFFICER-Mrs. Ida Hodges.izFinsis-Rirtr. J. C. Coleman.i3GES- Mrs, Fimnie King. WARD 17-PRECINCT I
Robert L King. Alma Smith. OFFICRR-hirt. Eugeina Bell.
WARD 7-PRECINCi 1 -
pFFICER-T. I- Stroud.
JUDGES - Jame* Rends, Mrs.
Etta Brinkley, Mrs. B. NVi)-
hams, Mrs. A. M. Williamson.
Mrs. L. Thornton.
WARD 7-PRECINCT
FFICER--Sandy Martin.
GES-J. H. Lynit, Mrs. • • WARD la-PRECINCT 1
Thomas, Mrs. Pernina IS
hams, Mrs. NV. Taylor, •.!irs tiFFICER-Mrs. Myrtle Bailey.
Lillie M. Threats 1•11 DGE-Mrs. Mildred Gresham.
WARD s_PREaser INS1RD IS-PRECINCT
lOFFICER-Rev. George Blair '0'. I7C-r,R-Mrs. nfansi 1‘..
JUDGES -Mrs. Rosa L. Hoit. 'J 51 Walter C.
Mrs. Amanda Mills. Rev. A.! WARD 19L. Milton, Rev. Festus New-
sam.
WARD 3-PRECINCT 3
IOFFICER-Rev, William Gar-
rett.
JUDGES-Mrs. 13. Dawson. Mrs.
G. Bostic. Mrs. Willetta Cross.
Mrs. B. Kinney, Mrs. R. Tay-
lor.
WARD 9-PRECLNCT 1
OMCER--W. T. Oates.
JUDGES - Mrs. Annie Johnson.
Mrs. Rubey Betts. Theatmy
Williams, Mrs. Mildred Town-
sell, John Cole.
WARD 9-PRECLN(1 2
OFFICER-A. D. :tones.
JUDGES-John E. Goldsby, Mrs.
Emma Briggs.
WARD II
-PRECINCT 3
oFFICER - Mrs. Belle Petti-
2:;•ew. DGJUES -- J. N. Davis. Miss OFFICER-Mrs. Mamie Ilarris.
JUDGES-Mrs. Jeanette Flynn. Doris J. Morris. Mrs. Ruth Pegram.B. JUDGES
CoR. A. leman Jr., Frank . Simn. Mr.:. Manor FilEWell, Mrs Elizabeth Larey, I. B.
Mis. -
Braugher, Mrs. Willie Gray, Mrs. Iva Buchanan. ' Bodden. James Watts, Dea-
Mrs. Anaster Hall.
WARD et
-PRECINCT 2 
broy Thornton.
WARD It
-PRECINCT 2 WARD 33-PRECINCT I
,on,./cER ..r.s. Rosa wird, ic OFFICER-T. L. Nichols•sn. OFFICER-Mr. Wm. A. Burch.
.11.'DGESMi- t.s. Maeer P.adwood. JUDGF'S --i' WTI 1•Mrs. Af. Anderson. A. C. 
ARD 31-PRECINCTRohieson. Mrs, Mona Nichol- W
shepherd, Mrs. Zola Wiliiams. Mrs. Ernestineson, Adeline \Vest, Annie °11.1":3 -
Mrs, M. Doopts. Murphy. Rivei .
WARD 411-PRISCINC7r 2
&DOES-Mrs. S. 0. Todd, Mrs. OFFICER-Mrs. A. L. DobneY- omcum_s. 3. sartain.
Gerald Marshall, Mrs. Inez JUDGES-Mrs. F. L. Johnson. JuDGEs—E. R. Rhodos, Chas.
Irvin, Mrs. Elsie Parker, Mrs. WARD 29-PRECINCT I H. Whitsay. Henry Rom. Mrs.
Nellie Ervin, Mrs. Virginia OFFICER-Mrs. James Taylor. Annie RhIsiles. gni Sam E•
Hirsch, Mrs, Dorothy Taylor. WARD 29-PRECINCT 
..... 
.
WARD 17-PHEaRcr 4 OFFICER-Sam Nolen. witty, 43roVIIMCUICV 1.
JUDGES-Rev. P. C. Polk, Eve- orpicrEao—Jaidoon Gable'01 FICER---Mrs. Myrtle Lan*. lyn Walton, Mrs. Virginia JUDGES _ bin. clam jaros.RIVE-Mrs. W. P. Martin Drive, Airs. Viola Cawthorne, Mrs. Georgia McCain, MM.
Grant Parham. Thelma Bailey, Art:ions Car-
rothers, Elsie Moore.WARD 311
Fletcher, Mr. P. A. Ontham,
P. A. Ontlan.
WARD 2S-PRECINCT
OffICER- OFFICTR-Mrs. C. E. VS Or-
WARD 31-PRECENCT 4 
JUDGE-Mrs. Dora Buss.
man.
Jr., Mrs. J. H. Boanele OFFICT:R -Mrs. Lee Varner. °FEWER - Airs. Robert VS. WARD 51-PRECINCT I
WARD 41-PRECINCT ItJUDGES - Alss. Jelien Aymett
C. Bryant. W. R. Donighn. JUDGE-R. W. Eaton. 
OFFICER-Rees, Marion Ash-
mou.WARD au-PRECINCT 3 
JUDGES-Airs. J. H. Fauld. W. Eaton.
OFFICER-V. L. Aste. WARD 31-PRECINCT I WARD 56--FRECINCT 1
JUDGES
-Charlotte 
WARD 43-PRECINCT' S
J. Reynolds, Mrs. R. J P 
OFFICER-Mrs. T. H. Findbirrg.
nolds, Claire Aste. 
Wallace. P. OFFICER- Mrs. J. J. B1cNa- OFFICER-Rev. W. J. Vanhood.
• • --eY- mara.
WARD 21
-PRECINCT 1 
411:06ES-Mrs. A. F. Patterson, Bolton. Mn. Willie Vanhood, WARD 54-PRECINCT I
Mrs. Liby Sanderson. 
JUDGES-G. Poindexter, J. A. JUDGE-T. H. Findberg.
WARD 31-PRECINCT 3 
Airs. Gracie Gains, Mrs. Ella OFFICER-Chas. J. Risley.
Hinton.OFFICER-Airs. Irene 1o. 
WARD 44-PRECINCT I
OFFICER-James Wilbands
J1L'DGES-alisa Patricia Riegel,
W, P. Kinsel
WARD 44-PRECINCT I
OrFICER-1Va1den Milford Jr
JUDGES-Jenett Cole, Mrs. Paul
Sulispir.
WARD 44-PRICCINCT 2
OFFICER-Mrs. Basil Bland.
loiy. Mrs. Ethel Clark. Rev. 
JUDGES-Mrs. F. 0. Larraber.
Mrs. Edmond Christr5.WARD 12 WARD 21-PRECINCT 3 
JUDGES -- Mrs. Charlene Mal-
iOFFICER - Mrs. Loretta Pres:OFF10ER ",. L. G. eel.. F P. Howard, Jewell Brown.' WARD 41-PRECINCT 4
: ton. JUDGES- Mr. .1. N. Causey, Mrs. Eddie Roby, 
„ OFFICER-Ken Rhineberger.
JUDGES
-Mrs. Josephine isavis,; Walter Raiford, Rev. E. lel Whalln, Mrs, H. A. Easley.Mrs. 
Jewell JUDGES-Clough  Eaton, Mrs.
Mrs. Mattie Holdman, Mrs.! Gran, IV, A. Tucker, M. W.%RD 31
-PRECINCT I 
i Van W. Walton.
CT IMaranda Crump, Mrs. Alicia Awe, liolenian, It T r*" 
r .
Lewis. Mrs. M. Collins. M.tchell. • -1- '• -1('-- - 0E11CFR-4[as-wood Sniper. 
t •
;OFFICER-Willie J. Williams.
. .
WARD 41-PRECINCT 3OFFICER-Mrs. J. Ward.
JUDGES - Mrs. J. Willi:1ms, OFFICER-Harry Allen.
Mrs. J, Cloush, Mrs. Florence JUDGES-Mrs. Grace Gollidar
Bue. airs. Elizabeth Jones, Mrs.
Fannie Settles, Mrs. Thelma
WARD 31-PRF.CINCT 1
OFFICER--Oscar Bell. 
Golliday, Floyd Hays.
WARD 41-PRECINCT 1
311'11--..R -Mrs. Frank `:. -ier. WARD 3t-PRECINCT I
JUDGE-Mrs. Charles lisss.l. OFFICER-Ben F. Bowen. 
OFFICER-Mrs. A. S. litnin,
. WARD 70-PRECINCT 1
• -JUDGES--John Matthews, Mrs. WARD 42-PRECINCT S
Evelyn Woods. Mrs. Mildred OFFICER- Mrs. Minnie Ran-
OFFICER-F. G. Goldbold. Matrix. Mrs. Fannie Simpson, som.
Mrs. Claude Ward. Mrs. J. WARD 31-PRECINCT s 
RIDGES-Mrs. Clementine Weir,
Mu. Louise Hammond, Will JUDGES-Mrs. Carrie M. Hunts,
Edward Johnson.JUDGES - Mrs. George Hearn. OFFICER-Rev. T. K. Fugh.
Breytspread. Mrs. J. R. Lan- OFFICER - 'Mrs. T, P. Car- 
King, Mrs. Annie Johnson, Mrs. Willie May Ward, Mrs,
caster. penter. Mrs. Edith Scott. Alma &mein, Mrs. Elsie Pugh.
WARD 24-PRECINCT 2 
R-DGER ___ +Atm Henry Hazid. WARD 43-PRECINCT 1
V. C. Young. 
WARD 53-PRECINCT I
Rachel Millard, Frank Linse. (31' riCER-Mr.
WARD 13
-PRECINCT
.1. 5 Burdman, Mrs. J. P.
Beattie.
B.ARTLETV
OFFICER-Mrs. Ingram Busby.
JUDGES-Mrs. M: L Russel!,
Mrs. Ed Jappe
ELLENDALII
OFFICER-J. M. Alexander.
JUDGES-Mrs. Mary Alexander,
Willie Brown, Chas. Banks.
Mrs. Bertha Galloway.
ARLINGTON
OFFICER--Geo. IV. Heeler.
JUDGES - Allison Plummer,
Mrs. Nellie Bedure, Billy Wil-
son, Chas. Anderson.
BRUNSWICIR
orricre—o. H. Gray
JUDGES-W. L. Foolts, Mrr
Rhobilia Wilber. Walter Gary.
Otis Griffin, Earnest William.
Mrs. Marcia Turner.
CAPLEVILLIS
OFFICER - Airs Annie M.
Fanvme.
JUDGES-Mrs. Thomas Dusen- JUDGES-Orange rchols. Mrs.
Leon Fanedne, he's. Turner
Brown, Mrs. Elms Adams,
Outs. Fanelne, Curt Parham.
OFFICER-new& Stanback 'OFFICER-Richard Settles.
JUDGES - Frand Jarvs, AtrILIJUDGES-Theatrice Bailey, Rev.
hiary L. Patrick, Mrs. Inesi Floyd Daniels. Mrs. Pearly
Jones. Settles, Sirs. Genera Ouenze.
WARD 4a-PuesciNcT 1 WARD 116-PRECIEROF
OF FICRIII-It J. Thompson OFFICER-Airs. T. F. Leather-
/MOE-Mrs. Melbourne Gar- "W-
JUDGES - Mn, J. McKlisieS,
Mrs. W. C. Pollard. Ma, R.
WASIO M-PRIECINCT Van Dyke. Mrs. Joanne Brown,
OFFICSR-W, P. Cherault Mrs. Edna Spillman,
JVIIrs-Atim. J. D. Campbell.N, R. Marchetti. Mts. WARD 116
Carl Weeks. H, S. Vas. OITICICResW. D. Mayer.
WARP 111.411111)CRICT 1
01111 01011-Mrs. Patsy Keyes.
JUTIORS Mnr. Cams/ PoPe•
Mn, Beulah ta.adeit.
Katherine Mee,
WARD al-PRECINCT
JUDGE11,14). Hitch Corse, Lewis
Ost Ji% _
WARD 6/
SIPTICIDR-Mrs. B. L. Boye
&DOE-Geo. Burhe Jr.
RALEIGIT
OPTICICR-Newton Estes
OFFICES-Mrs. Gladys Bennett. JUDGES-Mrs. S. Hindley. De.
JUDGES-A. J. Lewis, Mrs. Jo-
sephine Gibson.
WARD 59-PRICCINCT I
OFFICZR-Miss Ima Garrison.
JUDGE-Mrs. J. D. Haas.
WARD 55-PRECINCT I
OFFICER-Mrs. W. P. Weston-
beiger
JUDGE-W. P. Westonbolger.
WARD 5S-PRECINCT
berry, Mrs. D. L. Hennes,
WARD SS
OFFICER-Victor Guist!.
CORDOVAJUDGES-J. M. Pertnam.
Wilbourne, E. A. Lynch, Ern- OFFICER-Mrs. L. H. Diggs.
eat Heehs. FOREST RILL
WARD 34 OFFICER-Mrs. J. Scharffes,
OFFICER-Mrs. Lem Barges FRAYSER-1
JUDGES-J. H. Dommen, Mrs 
Richard Wilson, Mrs. Emil son.
Svododa. 
OFFICER-hirs. Ham. Montt.
GERMANTOWN
WARD SI
OFFICER-Mrs. Walk R. Mal-OFFICER-Mrs. J. .1..CaL_mes. lace,
JUDGES-Mrs. E. It num1"-eY' JUDGES-Mrs. C. C Taylor.Mrs. H. Hills Jr., Alex Will-
WARD 56-PRZCINCr 1 OFFICER-Mrs.-Mlinnie L Ri-JUDGfis - airs, Betee Hooks, ,juDGES - Mr. Jam mu B. OFFICER-Mrs. Nett Smith.
Addis Mae Horton. Mrs. O'Neal, Luther Artison, Mrs. WARD Se-PRECINCTOFFICER-S. W. Bonds. Elmil a Cody, Mrs. Susie Wade.0111(•ER-Join l I-re.JI:DGES -Mrs. Irma Beardon. Wm) 35-PRECINCT 1JUDGES - - M,-s. Adele :•;'.,sMrs. M. Day, Mrs. ales:gip' airs, belies Lee, eire 01.41( ER-11. L. Boyce.Bearden. Mrs. Mary Slr'IPs°n•' lie Mrs. Annie Dawkins. Bell!ord. Mrs. liernita JUDGES - Mrs. Jewell Martin,
or-n, Airs. Jessie Burrk I Mrs. Martha E. Hunter, Mrs.I l :
111D iii
WARD 13
-PRECINCT 1 Mrrrths Woodhouse, Mrs. Lu-OFFICER-Mrs. WillPtia .Tonprr. 1VARD 21 I dye 1;,,yce, alre Ruth Perry.
`JUDGES Mrs. Lucille Hawkins. 01 lilt ER ''1. C. IN .1- I WARD 35-PRECINCT 2Mrs. Aura Patton, Sirs. Es- JUDGES B. F. Wil;i1sn. 1:•sh-,OFF1(-ER - Airs. Beulah Sanifer.telle Ft i v ers , Mrs. Doris ardson Davison, J, p., n: 1:.1,‘,H.:0(iEi - Mrs. Velma Shum-Slaughter, Mrs. Corrine Diggs.I Mrs. Sena Cur:: illi, :Vas. pert, Elias Williams, alre. Se-
WARD 13
-PRECINCT 2 ' atriee Thornton, Mrs. Jessie
OFFICER
-Thomas Johnson. I WARD 25-1'itECINeT 1 Lee Johnson.JUDGES - Mrs. Catherine Al- WARD 36-PRECINCT 1f',rd, Mrs. Geneva Akins. Mrs :OFFICER 11. II. r ''''-'her. OFFICER-Mrs. A. J. Hubert.JUDGES
-AV. C. Jorcison. Mrs.W;lliana !fun, Mrs. Mmda JUDGES--Sirs. J. Aycord, Mrs.
c'ordsm. 1 Alice Dannh. Mrs. K. Tipton, C. L. Andrews.1 C. A. Cumpert, Lofton Bovers• WARD 36_,PREem-ri. I
WARD II-PRECIN" • I WARD I5
-PRECINCT 3 OFFIcElt- Mrs. J. Cowling.ort-sc- ER-Miss Louise Ls i tom .
JUDGES-Nies. Erma Jones, J. OFFICER-Mrs. Eloise Casem. JUDnOE-D. Alexander.
%RD i4-PRECINCT SAlcNiel Isaac Polk, Mrs lb. at'DGES-James Holmes, Mrs.
eetta Miller, Mrs. P.acheile Earnestene Lindsay, Mrs. Bes- °MC"- Mrs. A. Sawers. WARD 46---PRECINCr 3
Carkee. ate King, Mrs. Vivian Blown. OFFICER-Mrs. James B. Key.JUlDGES-AIrs. C. M. P.enegar, JI'DGE-M Drexel Hardin.
WARD 11-PRECINOT 3 WARD 26-PRECINCT 1 
i Joe 13luestein.
ARD 37 
rs.
W WARD 47-PRi.CINCT 1
OFFICER-Will Gray. OFFICER --- Mrs. Edna Mc- OFFICER- Henry Plicher.
!JUDGES - Edgar T. Siewart, Creight. 
OFFICER- 0. B. Gooham.
JUDGES- Hey. J. W. Williams, JUDGES - Mrs. Zella Bensley,
Mrs. Sally Gill, Mrs. Daisy JUDGES - Mrs. Willa Stricic- Mrs. Cassie Freeman, Mrs.; William Burse, Rev. H. Rob-
Stevens, Mrs. T. J. Reau- land, C. F.. Lewis, Mrs. Satyra Hill Humphrey, Mrs. Lena inson, airs. Myrtle Gentry,
shrimp, Miss C) e m a n ii ne Walker, Mrs. Louise Boars- Woodson, Mrs. Doriatone Hum- I Mrs. Gladys Shannon, Mrs. A.
Hughes. comb, Renard C. Williams. phrey. 1 L. Nardin.
Bessie Rhodes.
WARD 45-PRECINCT 1
OFFICER-Parb Finch.
OFFICER-Mrs. Walter Gan-
nette.
WARD BS-PRECINCT 4
JUDGES-Herberr Darnell. W. OFFICER-Mn. J. A. Thomas
B. Mason, Mrs. Naddy West Jr.
Jr. JUDGES-Mrs. Rs J. Murphy,
WARD 43-PRECINCT j Mrs. C. B. Metz. R. 0. Bedon,
OFFICER-Mrs. Roht. St. John. Mrs, G. E. Tarts.
JUDGES - Mrs. Jon Flippin, WARD 51-PRECINCT
Mrs. Jon T. Wilson. OFFICER-Mrs. D. B. Kimball.
WARD 45-PRECINCT
OFFICER-Mrs. Jon Edgar.
WARD 45-PRECINCT 4
OFFICER-Jon Flagg.
JUDGES-airs. R. S. Matheson,
Mrs. II. A. Slaughter.
WARD 46-PRECINCT 1
OFFICER-Ben Weeds.
JUDGES-Mrs. Carl Marsh, Mrs.
Harry Spears.
JUDGES- Mrs. C. M. Keebe,
OFFICER-Jas. Wells.Mrs. H. C. Turner, Mrs. E. B.'
JUDGES-Will Pryor, N. tt ieKerton Mrs. F. Frederman,
Mary C. Moths.
WARD IS-PRECINCT
OFFICER-Mrs. Vernal Knese.
JUDGE-Mrs. Alan Robinson.
WARD N-PRECINCT 1
OFFICER-Dan W. Fields.
JUDGES--Mrs. Grafty Elmore, OFFIMrs. Bobby Bishop, Chas, CF.R-E. E. Dochwm.'
Isles, Mrs. O. W. Pickett,JUDGE-Mrs. E. E. Dochwm.;
Ther. Robinson. WHITER/WEN-1
OFFICER-D. Pau,
JUDGES-Mrs. Sam Blarsdwill,
Mrs. V. Neff
Mrs. Keith Taylor.
dant.
JUDGES-Mr. Lemon Crtimp,
NVillie Goodwin, Sirs. Stella
McLawyer, Dan W. Blythers.
Willie Sternson, Jas. Bailey,
Mrs. W. E. Ruppelt.
LE11-2
OrFICF.R-Rev. G. A. Evans.
JUDGES-Thos. Jefferson, Hay-
wood James, Mrs. Gladys
Smith. Mrs. Earrestin. James.
Mrs. Loeulla Delworch.
WARD SO-PRECINCT
OFFICER-Mrs. Gladys Taylor.
JUDGES-Mrs. Daisy Cash, Mrs.
Maudine Parder, Sirs. Sonic. WHITEHAVEN-11
Storenan, Mrs. Rermit Bridge. OFFICER - Mrs. E. Lov.ry.
forth, Mrs. Rebecca Jones, J. WRITE STATION
M. Taylor. OFFICER-Mrs. E. R. Ledbetter,
LUCY
Jones, Jim Ransom, Levert
Malone, hlusethe Jones, Robb
Ratcliff, Sirs. R. Ratcliff.
MoCONNELL
OFFICERS-Croslett
JUDGE-P. O'Bryant.
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Our Opinions
Can One Cooperate With Such Person?When Miss Rosa Harper, a young
Memphis school teacher, was abused, ar-
rested and assaulted by a white police-
man, James J. Isabel, recently, a long
smouldering and serious public issue was
k brought back into sharp public focus.
The issue is: Whether or not police
officials should treat Negroes with the
ordinary decency and respect due any
individual endowed by his Creator with
basic human dignity?
The circumstances surrounding the
treatment of Miss Harper by the officer
disc'ose that she was treated w it h neither
decency nor with respect for her dignity
as a human being . . . much less with
any consideration for her sex.
The officer's conduct and language,
following the questionable manner in
which he precipitated the incident with
Miss Harper, point clearly to the issue
raised above.
It can be reduced to its simplest
terms by asking. "Would he have treated
a white woman in such a manner? Wou'd
he have had the courage to treat a white
man like that? Why would he address
4. Miss Harper as "Odessa", thus delib-erately insulting her and still expect her
to respond in a cooperative manner?
Then in the matter of expecting the
cooperation of any citizen in the conduct
of his duties the police officer, whetherin plainclothes, or in any position riotimmediately clear to a person he wishes
to approach on official business, is ex-
pected to do two fundamental things:
He is expected to identify himself
at the outset, first. And secondly, heis expected to display his badge, in a
manner that will not be mistaken ordoubted by the person approached.
It seems that Officer Isabel gave a
clear-cut demonstration of an attitude
too prevalent among police officers in
their dealings with Negroes. He appar-
ently did not want to respect Miss Har-per's rights as a human being. He wenttoo far in giving vent to the unreasoningprejudice of which he is an obvious vic-tim.
It's very difficult to cooperate withprejudiced policemen who put their feel-ings above their duty and position,
Further, Miss Harper was eminently
right in refusing to serve as a waitressfor this officer or any other citizen at.
an auto service station unless there was
an emergency case, such as illness.
ntegration's A 2-Way Street
The dimensions of social justice, no
loubt, have been increased in recent
months by a fairly wide acceptance of the
principle of integration. However, long be-
fore desegregation became a' constitutional
issue, numerous white institutions for high-
er learning were extending invitations to
Negro scholars of national eminence to join
their faculties. Today, there are over two
hundred such teachers with professional
ranks and academic tenure in white Uni-
versities. But the atmosphere in the Negro
colleges, according to a recent educational
and administrative survey, is yet frigid
with respect to employment of competent
wkite teachers.
Having set our course for integration,
Owe must strike at everything inconsistent
with it. The essential dignity of man, the
importance of protecting and cultivatinghis personality on a fraternal rather than
upon a differential basis, of reconciling the
needs of the personality within the frame-
work of the common good in a formula of
liberty, justice and welfare must be con-
strued as essential aspects of this social
transformation that has brought us from
the medieval to the present-day society.
And Negro colleges must bear a major bur-den in maintaining this fundamental gain
and should be as prompt as possible indiffusing it throughout the community
without too great delay or too wide a spreadin differentials.
It is not enough to give token adher-
ence to so enlightened a social trend. Fordesegregation, to be effective, must not be
a one-way street. A community of scholars
assembled without regard to racial originis the broadest and healthiest experiment
that could ever be attempted by a demo-
cratic society.
There is need for interchange of ideas
at the highest possible cultural level.
It is through such inter-mingling that
new estimates of the concept of race and
new bases for mutual respect and under-
standing may be formed.
True, Hampton, Howard and Fisk have
always had their share of white teachers
and in recent years have increased the
proportion. On the whole the practice has
not yet gained appreciable currency in the
other "race" institutions of like importance
and means.
It would be good educational states-
manship were all our college presidents to
accept without reservation the new chal-lenge and rededicate themselves not to the
narrow preservation of dubious racial iden-
tity, but to the service of civilization. Such
an attitude would help accelerate the onset
of the order of integration and would cause
the wall of Jericho to come tumbling down.
What The People Say
*
Priest Appeals
Dear Editor: I am writing you
this letter with the hope that you
will be able ard kind enough to
advise and help in this matter that
is most dear to my heart. First
of all, let me give you some in-
formation about myself.
I am a Priest 30 years of age,
and pastor of Church of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus which I founded
seven years ago. I am president
of the Religious Incorporation. It
is my heart's desire to adopt or
take a boy 13 to 16 years old
and be a father to him. I wish 
to give him a good educatio sn, and tudent Makessee to it that he has some of the,
finer things of this life. A n d
above all, to endeavor to sow the po owes ror
seed of a priestly vocation in his
heart. Cross-BurningI have two nephews, but since
both of them feel called to other
: 
*mations in life, and my sister is
ell provided for, I wish to make
this offer to some parent or guar-
dian who would be glad to accept
it for a boy that they themselves
cannot afford to give such things.
I will love this boy as my own
flesh. He will cat at my table.
and live in his own bedroom, but
he must love to go to church, be
personable, honest and depend•
able. I am sure that my love and
affection for him will bring about
the other virtues that a good boy
should possess.
It will not be by any means all
play and no work, he will be re-
quired to do chores, like any other
boy in New York City. I am sure
dear sir, that there must be some
parent or guardian somewhere,
who hopes and wishes for such
an offer.
011. is with this thought in mind fat I turn to you and your valu-
able paper for assistance and ad.
you in anticipation for your kind
consideration and help, Very Rev.
Father Jos. Nevilloyd, 0. S. H.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
• • •
* Seeks Info
,
Dear Editor: You printed an ar-
ticle in the July 14 issue of the
Chicago Defender about a recently
published travel guide.
Please send me information on
where I can obtain a copy of this
"Guide to Travel." I would like
to receive it soon for vacation
travel. I am especially interested
•
in information about Missouri, Ar-
kansas and Texas. — Mrs. A.
Holmes, Tulsa Okla.
Miss Branch
Gets County
GOP Post
Chicago, Illinois —
Miss Jewel Branch has been ap-
pointed secretary in the public re-
lations division of the Republican
Central committee of Cook coun-
ty, it was announced by Edward
F. Moore, chairman.
Miss Branch was born in Mem-
phis. Tenn., on Feb. 16, 1936. She
came to Chicago with her family
in the same year and is now a
Chicago resident.
She attended Henry Homer
school, Wendell Phillips high
school, and in 1953 enrolled in
Chicago's College of Commerce
and was graduated in 1955 as a
full-fledged court reporter.
Miss Branch resides at 6230
Sangamon with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Phillips, and her
brother, Verles Branch.
FBI Chief Hits
Russian Leaders
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Rus-
sia's leaders were denounced as
"godless men" in a blistering at-
tack upon them Sunday by J. Ed-
vice to find such a boy. Please — (AN?) — Funeral services gar Hoover, director of the Fed-if you can, say something about were held here last week for Dr. eral Bureau of Investigation,
this in your paper. or pass this Ernest A. Grant, longtime mcm- Hoover asserted also that Khru-letter on to some person who will her of the agriculture faculty of shchev carried out purges orderedhe glad to accept the offer, and ask Wednesday at the Veteran's Ad- by Stalin in the Ukraine and inthem to write to me. Thanking ministration hospital. Moscow.
WASHING TON — ( ANP )—R on -
ald E. Rowley, 24-year-old Univer-
sity of Virginia extension student
who planted and set afire crosses
been caused or conveyed by the
cross-burning incident on . . July
13. .There was no intention on
my part to cause any harm to
any one."
The fiery crosses were burned
near the Sheralton Park hotel,
Brandywine apatments and at the
eBltsrville (Sid 1 home of the chair-
man of the Prince Georges coun-
ty NAACP chapter, issued a pub-
lic apology hers last week.
Rowley, when arrested, told po-
lice that he and some friends burn-
ed the crosses in protest to the
Supreme Court's anti-segregation
decision. Near the hotel cross were
signs bearing the names of Chief
Justice Earl Warren and Sen. Her-
bert E. Lehman (D. N. Y.), both
residents of Shaeraton Park.
A glance backward is often ne-
cessary in order to stimulate a
for ward look.
The old saying, "In order to know
how far you have gone, you must
begin recording from the place
you started," is a very true state-
ment. In other words, you cannot
tell how fir you have gone by
simply looking at your present po-
sition.
All normal persons have some
goal that they v, ish to reach in
life. Wise and successful persons
always see another goal as soon
as they have reached their first
goal.
The backward glance not only
tells you how far you have gone.
it also tells you how well you
have gone. Knowing how far and
how well you have gone tells
you how far you must go from
where you are to reach your goal.
This knowledge either prods you,
encourages or stimulates you..
A CHECKUP
The backward glance is-a check-
up. A checkup gives one the
knowledge of what he has used on
guides and warnings. They tell .
ways not to try and methods to
to use on the road to your goa
The checkup on the past make
real the present. It gives to tl
present its real value through cor
parisions of each time against di
tance, quality against quantit;
profit against loss, perfectly
against imperfection, activ it
against inactivity. service agains
disservice. Moreover, a checkup
on the past broadens one's vis-
ion.
MAKES ONE CAREFUL
Success or failure under the in-
fluence of the wrong attitude will
block one's vision. It is similar to
the saying, "Ile can't see the trees
because of the forest " Men some-
times become so overwhelmed by
their successes or by their fail-
ures until they fail to take cog-
nizance of the things that caused
them to succeed or caused them
to fail. No one succeeds alone
and no one fails alone.
Wisdom is the power to see suc-
cess or failure from afar and have
the common sense to choose the
right road.the distance he hao traveled. what It is equally important to knowhe has left and what he will need how not to do things as it is tofor the rest of the journey to his know how to do them. Know howgoal. It is when one finds that he to do things can come obtained byhas traveled far, traveled well to- hearing or seeing, but to know
wards his goal and he will have how not to do things is best ob-
reserves to spare when he reach- tamed through the trail and error
es his goal, that he envisions anoth method. Just knowing how some-
cr goal, a more distant goal that times causes one to become care-he may reach. less. One is verg, very carefulThe backward glances do n o t when he knows how to do. The
serve only as prods, encourage- latter is another reason for the
ments and stimuli, they serve as backward glance.
 by Nat D. Wi Moms
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CONGRATULATIONS
Well, Memphis' first national
Negro golf tournament has come
and gone.
It was a nice event. .well or-
ganized, well presented, well re-
ceived, and something good for
Memphis and the whole Mid -
South.
Visitors to Memphis for the first
time got a chance to see and
study a lot of things of which
this community might well be
proud. They saw a clean, well-
appointed community. They saw
nice homes, attractive churches,
good school buildings, thriving
businesses.
Above all they saw the people
of a great metropolitan center in
the Deep South. . .white and col-
ored people. .the vast majority
of whom want to live and get
along with each other. They saw
and met people who prefer to live
in an atmosphere of mutual re-
spect and trust. . .who don't want
to be afraid of each other. . .
and who want the hospitality they
extend to visitors to be a sincere
expression of goodwill and agree-
able fellowship.
If that golf tournament did no
more than that it answered the
question of critics who couldn't
understand why a group of Mem-
phis Negroes should want to play
golf. . .and not only that. . .ar-
range an event that would bring
others here to enjoy a popular
and widely accepted sport with
them.
But best of all is what the tour-
nament did for people who live
here in Memphis. It showed that
the unusual doesn't have to be
upsetting. . .that there are many
untried areas of association and
expression which if given a
chance, will only serve to show
that a man ain't nothing but a
man.. .that a golfer is just a golf-
er of whatever complexion. . .and
that a lot of things about which
we cry "wolf" prove to be noth-
ing but ghosts on calm examina-
tion.
What was true of the tourna-
ment is true, it may be assumed,
in other areas. All that is needed
is the opportunity, the courage,
the imagination. the good sense,
and self-control required to make'
the explorations.
The success of the tournament
rates a vote of congratulation to
those who took the lead in bring-
ing it to Memphis. Robert Wright
and his associates rate a special
vote of thanks for putting over
the tournament
Most of the people of Memphis
. . .white and Negro. . .rate votes
of thanks for the manner in which
they took the tournament in their
strides.
With that type of atmosphere
prevailing in this community, it
doesn't yet appear what shall be.
It is a clear demonstration that
life in a Southern community can
progress smoothly and progres-
sively, if given a chance to de-
velop naturally.
It seems that the basic conclus-
ion to be drawn from the tourna-
ment is that with a combination
of community thinking, communi-
ty planning and community coop-
eration any and all of the prob-
lems besetting this section and
the nation, and the world, can
he worked out. Or do you believe
that?
Chicago Officer In
Advanced Training
FT. BENNING, Ga. — Albert
E. Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Calvert Smith, 117 E. 130th pl.,
Chicago, is among the group of
1,650 advanced reserve officers
training corps students from the
Third Army district taking ROTC
field training at Fort limning.
Africa's length and width are
about the same, 5,000 and 4,500
miles respectively. The total area
of the continent is somewhat in
excess of 11,500,000 square miles.
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SO WHAT?
"You took a body building course? Evidently
you haven't finished paying for it!"
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Jazz: Its Yesterday, Today
And Its Potential Tomorrow
To discuss jazz you can start
anywhere with the music as the
circle and you yourself the dot
in the middle. I'll start with the
Blues. 1 am not a Southerner. I
never worked on a levee. I hardly
ever saw a cotton field except
from the highway. But women be-
have the same on Park Avenue
as they do on a levee: when you've
got hold of one part of them the
other part escapes you. That's the
Blues — love's labor lost.
A lot of commercial music now-
adays comes out of the Brill
Building. But life is as hard on
Broadway as it is in the Blues-
originating land. The Brill Build-
ing Blues is just as hungry as the
Mississippi Levee Blues. One com-
municates to the other, brother!
Some people are wont to declare
that nothing that comes out of
Tin Pan Alley is jazz. I disagree.
Commercial, yes. But so was Sto-
ryville, so was Basin Street. What
do you think Tony Jackson and
Jelly Roll Morton and King Oli-
ver and Louis Armstrong were
playing for in the old days? Pea-
nuts? No, money, even in Dixie-
land. They were communicating
for money. For fun, too — be-
cause they had fun. But the mon-
ey helped the fun along.
To skip a half century and come
right up to now, some folks say
Rock and Roll isn't jazz. First,
two or three years ago, there were
all these songs about too young
to know — but. .etc. Well, the
songs are right. You are never
to young to know how had it is
to love and not have love come
back to you. That is as basic as
the Blues. And that is what Rock
and Roll is musically — teenage
"Heartbreak hotel." The music
goes way back to Blind Lemon
and Leadbelly — Georgia Toni
merging into the Gospel Songs—
Ma Rainey. and the most primi-
tive of the Blues.
It borrows their gut-b ii eket
heartache. It goes back to the
jubilees and stepped up spirituals
— Sister Thorpe — and borrows
their I'm-gonna-he-happy-anyhow-
inspite-of-this-world kind of hope.
It goes back further and borrows
the steady heat of Congo Square—
that going on beat — and t It e
Marching Bands' loud and blatant
yes! Rock and Roll puts them all
together and makes a music so
basic its like the meat cleaver
the butcher uses — before t h e
cook uses the knife — before you
use the sterling silver at the ta-
ble on the meat that by then has
been rolled up into a commercial
fillet mignon.
A few more years and Rock
and Roll will no doubt be washed
back half forgotten into the sea
of jazz. Jazz k a great big sea.
It washes up all kinds of fish and
shells and spume and waves with
a steady old heat, or off-beat. And
Louis must be getting old if he
thinks .1. J. and Kai — and even
Elvis — didn't come out of the
same sea he came out of, too.
Some water has chlorine in it and
some doesn't. There are all
kinds of water. There's salt water
and Saratoga water and Vichy wa-
ter, Quinine water and Pluto wat-
er. And it's all water. Throw it
all in the sea, and the sea would
keep on rolling along towa
shore and crashing and booming
back into itself again. The sun
pulls the moon. The moon pulls
the sea. They also pull jazz and
you and me. Back beyond Kai to
Count to Lonnie, beyond June to
Sarah to Billy to Bessie to Ma
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Rainey. And the Most is the IT—
the all of it.
Jazz seeps into words — spelleO
out words. Nelson Algren is in
fluenced by jazz. Ralph Ellison is
too. Sartre, too. Jacques Prevert
Most of the best writers today
are. Look at the blues ending of
the "Ballad of the Sad Cafe."
Me, a dot in the middle. The first
time I heard the Blues was on
Independence Avenue in Kansas
City. Then State Street in Chicago
Then Harlem in the twenties with
J. P. and J. C. Johnson and Fats
and Willie the Lion and Nappy
playing piano — with the Blues
running all up and down the key-
board through the ragtime and the
jazz. And I wrote my initial poem
about that music, "The Weary
Blues."
1.Vhen I first reached New York
"Shuffle Along" was running with
the Sissle and Blake tune,. A lit-
tle later came "Runnin' Wild" fol-
lowed by the Charleston beat,
then Fletcher Henderson and Duke
and Cab. Jimmie Lunceford.
Chick Webb, and Ella. Tiny Par-
ham in Chicago and Mary Lou in
Kansas City. And at the end of
the Depression times, what I
heard at Minton's in Harlem—a
young music coming out of young
people — Billy — the male and
the female of them — the Eck-
stine and t h e Holiday —
Charlie Christian and Dizzy and
Tad and the Monk. And what
came out in poems of mine in
"Montage of a Dream Deferred
I play it cool
And dig all jive.
That's the reason
I stay alive.
My motto,
As I live and learn.
Is: DIG AND BE DUG
IN RETURN.
Life Magazine is hard at work
on a series of picture stories
about Negroes, past, present and
future. Colliers' is coming up with
something. Every national maga-
zine you pick up is either running
a lead article on the Negro or
touting up the one they expect to
run shortly.
The newspapers, especially the
big metropolitan dailies of N e w
York and Chicago, are putting
their colored staffers to work on
some aspects of the Negro issue.
The New York Times published
recently a series on the condition
of the Negro in their area. Ted
Poston of the New York Post
came up with one on the Mont-
gomery situation and is writing
regularly on the brother.
Lestre Brownlee of the Chicago
Daily News, Fletcher Martin of
the Sun Times and Roi Ottley of
the Tribune in Chicago have been
working the same ground a n d
Wendell Smith of the Chicago Her-
ald American sports Department
occasionally contributes to t h e
general enlightinent on matters of
race.
Up in Minneapolis. Carl T. Row-
an of the Tribune is up to his
neck in articles on the Negro. I
understand that Collins George of
the Detroit Free Press and many
other Negro staffers of mid-west-
ern dailies are also at work on
various projects in this general
area of race relations.
These Negro journalists are, of
course. competing with white jour-
nalists who are furiously digging
up editorial material in a desper-
ate effort to meet the demands
of the magazine and newspaper
editors for more and more copy
'on the Negro.
Such creative writers as William
Faulkner and William Penn War-
ren who have won renown as nov-
elists have also tried their hands
in this market. Scores of n e w
books on Africa have been flood-
ing the bookstores and a white
writer has recently made t h e
book-of-the-month c I ii b with a
hook which is entitled, "Goodby
to Uncle Toni."
By reading in two shifts, day
and night, I have managed to
keep up with about half the stuff
pouring out of the printing press-
es. I suppose if I gave up sleep
ing at night I might get through
the other half. Most of the cur-
rent copy- I have read on the Ne-
gro can be divided, like Gaul,
into three parts: plain lies, damn
lies and statistics. There are, of
course, many exceptions.
The writers are under obvious
pressure. On the whole the editors
who give them the assignments
are smart cookies who know just
what they want. They have pretty
firm ideas about the race problem
and their minds are not cluttered
up with too much personal infor-
mation. They can be objective be-
cause they are ignorant.
The boys who hand in the copy
are pretty smart too. They know
which side of their bread has the
butler and they know that their
editors are more interested in hav-
ing their own ideas confirmed
than in having oily discomforting
facts pop up which might rub
the general readers the wrong
way. Here again there are excep-
lions.
I get a lot of fun out of read-
ing some of the stuff. Some color-
ed reporters are essentially anti-
Negro because they hate them-
selves. I could explain this but it
would take more seam than is
available to me in this column.
On the other hand, some of our
reporters on the general dailies
and magazines are trying desper-
ately to win friends. Here again
there are more exceptions.
The great tragedy in this wel-
ter of material on the brother
which is about to overwhelm the
general reader is that so little of
the cops' is fresh and sparkling.
Most of it re-hashes the same sad
set of facts and some of it is lift-
ed bodily from the books and arti-
cles of others without any credit
lines. The white reporters do this
far more frequently than our col-
ored boys.
Despite these criticisms, I be-
lieve that the flood tide of copy
on the Negro is the most hopeful
development in this period. The
widespread ignorance and misin-
formation regarding our group
must be attacked. Most of the col-
ored staffers on the general maga-
zines and newspapers are doing
as fine a job as their editors
will permit. Then too there are
some enlightened editors.
It is said that where there is a
lot of smoke there is bound to be
some fire. Maybe all this smoke
is signaling the end of the long
night in which the races have
slept together and the beginning
of the day in which they may
work, live and play together.
ASHINGTON — ()SNP) — Con-
4 ,smen Adam Clayton Powell of
York, and Charles C. Diggs
.ichigan, two of the three Ne-
s members of Congress, spoke
bravely and boldly last week silent on the issue.
EGISTRARS—Mrs. Edward A. J DGE T 7. T • d ll .7
Tyler, Mrs. June Phillips.
WARD 58—PRECTNCT 4
Kenth Park School. 1737 Getwell
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477 gs Urge Civil Rights
in favor of civil rights legislation
which was being considered by
the House of Representatives.
The third Negro member, Rep.
William L. Dawson of Illinois, was
Powell pointed out that the pro-
dosed legislation was too weak
and came too late, but he said he
would vote for the bill because
he favors "any thread of hope
which can penetrate America's
General Election Notice
Voting Officials Serving
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PRICE CURD, Member
the Negro in an nferior role.
"YES SIR' AND . . .
There are states, continued
Dark Curtain and bring Democ-
racy to people of our land."
Diggs pointed out that the op-
ponents to the bill were not con-
cerned about the legal structure
as they pretended, but the real
crux of their opposition lay in the
fact that the bill guarantees the
right to vote to all people regard-
less of race or color.
BILL A SYMBOL
Powell referred to the legis-
lation as a mere "symbol."
Quoting from a newspaper edi-
torial, he stated that the modest
measure is more important for its
symbolism than for its actual im-
pact. It symbolizes the authority
and willingness of the Federal
Government to protect certain
basic rights of the United States
citizenship "
Powell warned the Congress that
America cannot point her finger
of pious wrath against the lack of
free elections in East Germany
when there are literally millions
of people in this country who
are not allowed to vote.
CITES ALABAMA
He cited Wilcox County, Ala-
bama, as an example. This coun-
ty, stated Powell, has 18,566 Ne-
groes and only 4,910 whites. All
of the white citizens except 179
are registered, wherein not a
single Negro is a registered voter.
Although this bill might be too
late and too weak, continued Pow-
ell, it may be the first stone of a '
stronger foundation on which the
free men of this country can walk
with dignity, equality and self re-
spect before the eyes of the world.
In his speech, Diggs resented
the continued "harangue" on the
House floor by the Southern Rep-
resentatives over the NAACP, and
their occasional reference to re-
lationship between crime and race
He stated that he would not at-
tempt to speak on the merits of
the pending legislation because the I
bill speaks for itself, but he would I
point out some facts that perhaps
Should Live
Where Able,
Says Bishop
"We can't have i n't egret ed
churches and segregated housing
at the same time," the 100 min-
isters and laymen who attended
the St. Louis Area Council of the
Central Jurisdiction of The Metho-
dist church in St. Louis July 12-13
in the Union Memorial Methodist
81-Racial Marriage Cause
Of 00,000 Damage Suit
A matronly blonde in Chicago, public disgrace and injured in hezther discharge.
last week filed a $50,000 damage credit and reputation and was! Because of this, Mhz. Prunty is
suit against her rich stepson who compelled to and did expend great seeking punitive damages in the
objected to her rearing his half- ,sums of money, for costs, expens- siim of $50,000.
brother in the same home with es and counsel fees in obtaining, he is A laborer.
her Negro husband.
The suit is the aftermath of a
complaint signed by the stepson
charging the housewife with fail-
ing to "provide a clean and
church, were told by Bishop M.
W. Clair, jr., of St. Louis. i healthy home" for his half-brother.
IThe complaint officially zharged
The prelate, who is the resident the woman with contributing to
bishop of the St. Louis Area said
that "we must take this Problem 
the delinquency of a minor.
It was brought by a Hyman
Lieblich, a business executive of
Ohio and New York.
Named was Mrs. Freddy Prun-gardless of his race. And he must
tys of 6401 S. University ave.,be able to live where he can af- . . ,
ford to live and where he wants Lieblich 's stepmother.
to live. We have a long The minor in the 
complaint is
way to 
a seven-year-old son of Mrs. Prun-
go." ty and Lieblich's father. The boy's
Negroes are ready for integra- father died several years ago.
tion now, but low income, Social Judge James A. Geroulis in Jury
customs and segregated housing, court dismissed the complaint for
are in the way, the conference; want of prosecution. Lieblich fail-
was told by the Rev. J. Parrish,, ed to appear.
Bell of Anderson, Ind. ."The. an- The jurist said as long as the
gles of this problem of race into- home was alright he could see no
gration are economic and social,"1 reason why the boy should not re-
he said. main there with his mother and
TWO-WAY STREET her present husband.
step by step. . .Our goal is inte-
gration, which means that a man
is accepted as an American, re-
"Integration in the churches is NO RECORD
a two-way street," the Rev. Thom- Neither Mrs. Prunty nor her
as L. Tinsley of Akron, Ohio, said.; husband, Freddy have a police
"We are waiting for some white record according to court testi-
Methodists to join our churches. I /nosy.
Our people may be absorbed in The trouble started when Lieb-
mixed churches without integra- lich visited the family on June 10
tion." and found his stepmother married
The delegates discussed t h e
change in the Methodist church
constitution proposed by the Gen-
eral Conference of the denomina-
many of his colleagues who se - ion held in Minneapolis, April 23- The case first came up at Do-dom go south are not aware of. May 7, that will make it easier to: mestic Relations court. Atty. 1Vil-Some people, he said, have no transfer from the Central (Negro) ham C. Starks, representing Mrs.
conception of the efforts made by Jurisdiction and join a "white" Prunty, asked for a jury trial and
certain southern states to keep jurisdiction. Several pastors de- the case was transferred to Jury
.---dared that they would not wants court,
to join a white conference unless I 
they were fully accepted for the CLAIMS DISGRACE
Diggs, where a Negro will get his itinerant ministry, with the oppor- In her petition filed in Superior
head beaten off if he refuses to tunity of being appointed to any court, Mrs. Prunty, through her
say "yes-sir- and "yes-roam." church. The present practice, for attorney, charged that by reason
The civil rights denied Negroes the most part, is to transfer a of her arrest she -was exposed to
in these states have been a de-1 Negro pastor from one Ne gro,
terrent to the North. church to another, There are at
Diggs admitted that Negroes are least two Negro Methodist pastors
making progress, and pointed to serving white churches.
himself as a symbol of this pro-
gress. He comes from a district
which has only 38 per cent colored 
Honor Savannahpopulation. But the 62 per cent
of white people in that district
were broad enough to evaluate 
Stalehim on his merits. Chaplain
There is a close relationship be-
tween voting and jury service, SAVANNAH, Ga. — Rev. An-
stated the Michigan Congressman. drew J. Hargrett, chaplain at Sa-
If Negroes are prohibited from I vannah State college, has been
registering to vote in the South I awarded the honorary degree of
they can be prevented from serv- Doctor of Divinity by the Amen
ing on the jury. 
-
; can Divinity school.
Chaplain Hargrett has been min-Diggs mentioned that Ne- .ister for Savannah State collegegroes have been murdered for i
!for seven years and is listed inmaking an attempt to register to Who's; Who in the South andvote. That is why there were no Southwest. His book, "Time OutNegroes eliesle to serve on jury To Pray," should be ready for,duty in the Emmett Till case, he publication during the coming ac- Isaid. 
ademic year. His other writings
include several articles in profes-
sional journals,
Ohio Urged
To Support
Civil Rights
When the U. S. purchased Alas-
ka the price was about two cents
an acre.
to Freddy. He filed a complaint
at the Seventh district police sta-
tion. Mrs. Prunty was arrested and
taken in to custody.
OLIVER MARKS, JR., of Phi-
ladelphia, hash een appointed
as a train caller for the Read-
ing Railroad at its North Broad
Street and Wayne Junction sta-
tion. Before being named train
caller. Marks has been em-
ployed in the freight depart-
ment of the Reading Railroad
for six years.
163 BEALE STREET L
LeMOYNE COLLEGE ENTRANCE
EXAMINATION
Entrance Examination
Saturday, August 4 at 9 A. M.
Brownlee Hall LeMoyne College
All perspective freshmen who have not taken
The examination are required to do so prior
to entrance.
There is no charge for the examination
CINCINNATI — Theodore M.
Berry, vice mayor of Cincinnati,
4rpie
has released the text of a letter '
to Ohio Governor Frank Lau-
sche, urging that the state's dele-
gation to the Democratic conven-
tion support the adoption of a
strong plank on civil rights.
Berry pointed out 'that "one of
the most important issues at the
convention will be the position the
Democratic party takes on civil
rights and support of the Su-
preme Court in its holding that
segregation is unconstitutional."
He added:
''The manifesto of 100 congress-
men elected as Democrats oppos-
ing the Supreme Court school de-
cision and those Democrats from
Southern states opposing civil
rights legislation made it neces-
sary that (be Democratic party re-
pudiate this reaction . . .
"I urge that the Ohio delegation
he vigorous in supporting the
adoption of a strong plank in the
Democratic platform. A weak po-
sition on this issue can play an
important part in the outcome of
the election . ."
Berry said that a group of Ne-
gro Democrats met last week end
to draft a civil rights plank to be
presented to the Democrat plat-
form committee, and added that
a copy of the draft will be sent
to the Ohio delegation.
Berry's letter was released
shortly before he departed on a
goodwill trip to Greece with 55
U. S. mayors last week.
Death rate in the U. S. has
declined by about 46 per cent since
1900.
Of add wallpaper sold in the 1.1.5.
about 60 per cent is sold 10 ama-
teurs.
August
701,114e5ata
SAVE.
U P TO
Don't miss this annual money-saving event! Hun-
dreds of bargains for thrifty shoppers! Furniture
and appliances for every room in your home at big
savings!
C
• EASY TERMS
• FREE PARKING
Shop in Air
-Conditioned Comfort!
Store hours Monday 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
2
•
mu.*
401'
